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ABSTRACT 
 
Pore-scale Analysis of Solubilization and Mobilization of Trapped 
NAPL Blobs in Porous Media. (August 2007) 
Sun Hee Yoon, B.S., Keimyung University, South Korea: 
M.S., Keimyung University, South Korea 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Yavuz Corapcioglu 
 
 
NAPL (non-aqueous phase liquid) blob mobilization and solubilization models 
were developed to predict residual NAPL fate and describe flow dynamics of various 
displacing phases (water and surfactant foam). The models were achieved by pore-scale 
mass and force balances and were focused on the understanding of the physico-chemical 
interactions between NAPL blobs and the displacing phases. The pore-level mass 
balance indicated changes in NAPL saturation instead of mass reduction occurring with 
blob solubilization. The force balance was used to explain the complex flow 
configurations among NAPL blobs and the displacing phases. Some factors such as the 
wettability and the spreading/entering coefficients were useful in determining flow 
configurations. From the models developed in this study, dimensional analysis was 
performed to identify NAPL blob motion during water or surfactant foam flooding. In 
non-dimensionalized forms, a Trapping number employed as an indicator of blob 
displacement performance was modified to quantify the onset of blob mobilization. Its 
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value for water flooding was nearly 2-3 orders of magnitude greater than that of 
surfactant foam flooding. Next, to investigate the blob flow regime in porous media, a 
blob velocity was computed. Regardless of the displacing phases, a blob’s velocity 
increased with increasing blob sizes after commencement of blob motion, and the 
velocity of DNAPL (dense non-aqueous phase liquid) blobs was greater than that of 
LNAPL (light non-aqueous phase liquid) blobs. 
From this investigation, it is expected that the pore-scale solubilization and 
mobilization models would provide better understanding leading to a predictive 
capability for the flow behavior of NAPL blobs removed by various displacing phases in 
a porous medium. Additionally, the models based on newly approached concepts and 
modified governing equations would be useful in conceptualization, as well as the model 
prediction of other immiscible or miscible fluids flowing through a porous medium. 
Further, the models developed in our study would be a useful contribution to the study of 
small-scale contaminants or substances such as particle and bacterial transport in porous 
media.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1. 1 Problem Statement 
Since the mid-1920’s, non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs) have been considered 
to be one of the major concerns in the contaminated groundwater and soil (Simpkin et al. 
1999). The NAPLs have been found in oil reservoir rocks or aquifers contaminated with 
various components i.e., a pure chemical (PCE, TCE, and dodecane) or a mixture of 
several organic compounds (gasoline). When they enter the subsurface environments, 
they initially flow as a continuous phase. Most of the flowing NAPLs are trapped by soil 
capillarity and then leave behind an immobile phase called residual NAPLs (Babchin 
and Nasr 2006). Generally, 20 ~ 50 % of the residual NAPL is retained within porous 
media in the form of NAPL blobs (i.e., singlet, doublet, and complex blobs) which are 
dependent on pore geometry (Figure 1.1) (Payatakes 1982; Mayer and Miller 1993a; 
Hilfer and Øren 1992; Chu 1997). The NAPL blobs also contain over 50 % of singlet 
and doublets, which are in a pore and extend to the adjacent two pores, respectively. 
However, their saturations are less than 15 % (Conrad et al. 1992; Mayer and Miller 
1993a). Complex or larger blobs expanding over more than two adjacent pores are less 
common, however they are present in nearly 50 % of residual NAPL saturations (Conrad 
et al. 1992; Mayer and Miller 1993b).  
 
The style and format of this thesis follows that of Journal of Environmental Engineering. 
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Figure 1.1 General schematic diagram for generating NAPL blobs. 
 
Even though a trivial amount of the NAPL blobs is present in subsurface 
environments, they may become a long-term source of contamination in the area due to 
their low aqueous solubility or miscibility, volatility, and low mobility in water (Power 
et al. 1994; Dawson 1997; Chu 1997; Chevalier 2003). Furthermore, it is more difficult 
to remove discontinuous or discrete NAPL blobs than to remove continuous flowing 
NAPLs (Fu and Imhoff 2002). Therefore, complete removal of the NAPL blobs is 
necessary to the overall clean-up and restoration of subsurface environments 
contaminated with NAPLs.  
Until now, various in-situ remediation techniques such as air sparging, soil vapor 
extraction (SVE), surfactant/co-solvent flushing, and pump and treat methods along with 
surfactant solution have been introduced to remove NAPL blobs (Lee et al. 2000; 
Duffield and Ramamurty 2003). Their operations, however, are limited in removing the 
phase under low permeability and hydrogeological heterogeneity (Kim et al. 2004). For 
example, in the case of surfactant/co-solvent solution flushing, the technique drives 
migration of the NAPL blobs downward, widening a contaminated region. Injections of 
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CO2, steam or other gases are not greatly expected to remove NAPL blobs due to their 
short residence time in contact with the NAPL, undesirable air flow pattern, low gas 
density, and low gas viscosity (Kovscek and Radke 1996; Kim et al. 2004). Therefore, 
an alternative technique such as surfactant-enhanced air sparging has been recommended, 
in order to overcome such limitations. Currently, it is also called as surfactant foam 
flooding, or surfactant-alternating-gas flooding (SAGF). The technique was pioneered 
first by petroleum engineers for enhanced oil recovery (EOR). (Chu 1997; Jeong 1999; 
Jeong and Corapcioglu 2003; Wang and Mulligan 2004; Kim et al. 2004). It is effective 
in enhancing NAPL solubility and dislodging NAPL blobs by reducing surface tension 
(Jeong 2005).  
In situ surfactant foam generation is performed by simultaneously or 
alternatively injecting air and surfactant solution beneath the water table to remediate the 
subsurface environments contaminated by NAPL blobs (Wang and Mulligan 2004). The 
application of this technique mitigates heterogeneous effects, increases the reactive 
surface areas between NAPL blobs and surfactant foam, and improves the sweep 
efficiency of NAPL blobs. It is also cost-effective due to the possibility of the reuse of 
the surfactant solution (Schramm and Novosad 1990; Wang 1997; Kam and Rossen 
2003; Wang and Mulligan 2004; Jeong 2005). Surfactant foam operation allows control 
of the air (gas) phase mobility to avoid bypassing the source zone containing the trapped 
NAPLs through preferential flow paths (Kovscek et al. 1995). In the operation process of 
in-situ surfactant foam, however, mechanisms governing foam and NAPL blobs 
traveling through pore spaces are not well understood since their migrations are 
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relatively complex in porous media (Dalland et al. 1994; Sagar and Castainer 1997; 
Singh et al. 1997; Rossen et al. 1999; Yan et al. 2006). Another less understood feature 
is the complex interactions between NAPL blobs and other fluids (foam and aqueous 
solution) during the surfactant foam operation (Olbricht 1996; Chu 1997). Due to lack of 
such information and uncertain analysis of the operation, the use of the surfactant foam 
technique is restricted in the regulatory application to the field scale. During application 
of surfactant foam flooding, unclear relationships among three immiscible phases 
(bubble, surfactant solution, and NAPL) could result in the possibility of remaining 
surfactant residuals, even though surfactant concentration would be greatly reduced by 
the use of food grade surfactants. Therefore, injection of surfactant foam into a field site 
would pose many environmental engineering challenges. 
However, surfactant foam flooding is still considered to be a more effective way 
of removing NAPL blobs than the other techniques discussed above. Several studies 
conducted in a laboratory have shown that NAPL blobs flow in a manner that is reactive 
to surfactant foam flow, and vice versa. They have evaluated the flow behaviors of foam 
and NAPL blobs through phenomenal and qualitative analysis (Llave et al. 1990). 
However, their studies have not been successfully applied evaluating the roles of 
surfactant foam displacing NAPL blobs and thus was limited to identifying the complex 
interactions between them. Therefore, the quantitative relationships between foam and 
NAPL blobs flow are needed to complete the explanation rather than the qualitative or 
descriptive relationships. Nevertheless, quantification of NAPL blobs flow removed by 
surfactant foam flowing through porous media is challenging since the NAPL blobs 
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migration is a complex manner at the pore-level. Additionally, the fluid conformation is 
difficult to identify because NAPL blobs is not analyzed on the scale of individual pores 
(Olbricht 1996). Hence, development of a mathematical model for predicting the NAPL 
blobs flow behaviors at pore-scale is necessary. 
In this study, the fate of NAPL blobs removed by surfactant foam will be 
determined from a mathematical model. Blobs are primarily removed in the 
solubilization (dissolution) and the mobilization (displacement) processes, as discussed 
above. However, compared to dissolution, the mobilization mechanism has not yet been 
systematically investigated. To describe blobs displaced by surfactant foam in porous 
media more clearly, pore-scale mechanisms, including pore-scale analysis of forces 
acting on discontinuous blobs are studied. Jeong et al. (1999) suggested three 
displacement mechanisms between TCE blobs and surfactant foam in a micromodel: (1) 
direct displacement, (2) indirect displacement and (3) break-up or snap-off of TCE blobs. 
Similarly, Torza and Mason (1970), Øren et al. (1992), and Grattoni et al. (1997) 
observed the mechanism between two phases (air and oil) or among three phases (air, oil, 
and water), based on spreading coefficients: (1) double drainage displacement and (2) 
direct displacement. Each mechanism was identified in terms of threshold capillary 
pressures between phases (Øren and Pinczewski 1994; Øren et al. 1994).  
In our work, understanding surfactant foam flow pattern in a pore or from a pore 
to an adjacent pore will contribute to the assessment of pore-scale phenomena of 
surfactant foam and NAPL blob. In previous studies, surfactant foam flow patterns at 
pore-scale are characterized as two types: a discrete foam bubble/surfactant solution and 
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a foam bubble-train (or bubble-thread) containing more than one of two bubbles divided 
by individual lamellae or liquid film (Rossen 1988; Chu 1997; Jeong 2000; 2003; Yan et 
al. 2006). Furthermore, the two types of the surfactant foam differently react with NAPL 
blobs trapped in pore constrictions. 
The study will provide a better understanding of the prediction of NAPL flow 
behaviors during surfactant foam flooding and will be useful in conceptual and 
mathematical models predicting the fate and transport of NAPL blobs and surfactant 
foams in porous media. 
 
1.2 Theoretical Background 
1.2.1 Two Main Removal Mechanisms for Displacement of NAPL blobs; Solubilization 
and Mobilization 
First, solubilization of trapped NAPL blobs may be defined as the concept of 
NAPL dissolution. As noted earlier, NAPL blobs are a long-term threat to humans due 
to their low solubility and high toxicity, and NAPL concentrations typically exceed the 
safe drinking water standard, even though the amount of NAPL blobs are low 
(Kennedy and Lennox 1997). Therefore, understanding blob solubilization is important 
in improving the removal efficiency of NAPL blobs. However, dissolved NAPL blobs 
would enlarge the NAPL source zone. Therefore, to predict the behaviors of NAPL 
blobs solubilized in porous media, a mathematical model that is capable of explaining 
pore-scale dissolution is required. 
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Generally, as the NAPL solubility increases, the dissolution rate increases as 
well. The dissolution rate is also affected by equilibrium condition as well as pore 
geometry. The rate-limited dissolution coefficient and aqueous solution concentration 
determine blob solubilization (Pennell et al. 1993, 1994; Imhoff et al. 1994; Brown and 
Pope 1994; Mayer et al. 1999; Schaerlaekens et al. 2000; Schaerlaekens and Feyen 
2004). A quantitative study of solubilization is sometimes accomplished by 
dimensional analysis, which is commonly expressed in terms of non-dimensional 
numbers such as a Peclet, a modified Sherwood or Sherwood, a Schmit, and a Reynolds 
number (Miller et al. 1990; Powers et al. 1991; Kennedy and Lennox 1997; Zhou et al. 
2000; Dillard and Blunt 2000; Sahloul et al. 2002). A typical dimensional term used to 
describe solubilization is in the form of  Re*Sh a b′ = + (where* would be a Schmit 
number, normalized grain size, and NAPL volume fraction). However, the dimensional 
analysis is limited in explaining NAPL blobs flowing through soil pores. In recent 
years, pore-scale dissolution models evaluating the blob solubilization quantitatively 
are of interest (Kennedy and Lennox 1997). To date, models correlated to the 
dissolution rate coefficient have been developed to simulate the dissolution process of 
NAPL blobs trapped at pore-scale (Zhou et al. 2000). 
Second, mobilization of NAPL blobs is assessed by the balancing the forces 
acting on a blob. It is based on the characteristics of the NAPL, the properties of 
displacing phases (herein, water and surfactant foam) and soil pore size distribution. 
Recently, blob mobilization was evaluated by considering empirical relationships (i.e., 
viscous coupling, relative permeability, and saturation) between NAPL blobs and the 
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displacing phases (Wang 1997; Vassenden and Holt 1998; Lenhard et al. 2002). The 
critical condition of blob mobilization is commonly determined by using a Trapping 
number TN , which is obtained from the sum of the Capillary number CaN  and the Bond 
number BoN . Previously, several other dimensionless numbers were also used to study 
NAPL mobilization (Table 1.1).  
 
Table 1.1 Summary of the dimensionless numbers used for NAPL mobilization. 
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Table 1.1 (Continued) 
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* H∆ is the hydraulic gradient, 
w
q  [L3L-2T-1] is the Darcy’s velocity of the aqueous phase. 
wQ  [L
3T-1] is the 
volumetric flow rate and A  [L2] is the cross-sectional area of the media, Herein, the Bank number is not 
completely discussed. Total force in the flow direction
Total force to perpendicular to the flow directionBa
N =  , R  [L] is a representative pore 
dimension, k  [L2] is the intrinsic permeability and 
r
k  is the relative permeability for the displacing 
phase ,
oR [L] is the blob length and L  [L] is the characteristic length related to the pore geometry and the 
shape of the menisci at the interface between two phases. Further information about the factors above is 
provided by each study. 
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1.2.2 Dimensional Analysis of NAPL Blob Displacement 
Dimensional analysis is commonly used to characterize the flow and transport 
conditions of phases in a multiphase system. In such analysis, dimensionless numbers 
can describe and quantify the magnitude of forces governing multiphase flow. In our 
work, three primary dimensionless numbers are used to describe blob mobilization or 
displacement. 
First, the Capillary number, CaN , is defined as the ratio of viscous to capillary 
retention forces (Powers et al. 1994; Al-Gharbi and Blunt 2005). Morrow and Chatzis 
(1982) and Payatakes (1982) explained that residual NAPLs were broken into smaller 
blob types such as a singlet or doublet at CaN  > 10
-3
, and a singlet was displaced at the 
same range of CaN . According to their studies, CaN  can characterize blob size and 
determine blob mobilization as well. Zhong et al. (2001) also observed similar results in 
micromodel experiments. They found that trapped NAPLs were split into smaller blobs 
and that a larger number of small blobs were produced during surfactant flushing than 
during water flooding at CaN  < 10
-3
 (Zhong et al. 2001). Mayer and Miller (1993) 
observed that NAPL saturation began to decrease at the range of CaN  > 10
-2
 however, it 
became constant at CaN  < 10
-2
. They concluded that CaN  could be used to the magnitude 
of residual saturation at CaN  > 10
-2
. On the other hand, Gioia et al. (2003) observed oil 
displacement at 10-6 ~ 10-5 of CaN  during water flooding. Lenormand and Zarcone 
(1988) and Gioia and Urciuolo (2006) also found that the non-wetting phase (oil) 
displacement began at 10-6 ~ 10-5 of CaN  and at around 2 × 10
-4
 
of CaN , respectively.  
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Complete oil recovery from an oil reservoir was obtained at 10-3 ~ 10-2 of CaN  
(Lenormand and Zarcone 1988; Zhong et al. 2001; Jeong and Corapcioglu 2003). For 
NAPLs displaced by water, Powers et al. (1992) observed that residual NAPL 
displacement occurs at 1.5 × 10-7 of CaN , at low water velocity (0.1 cm/h) and also at 7.3 
× 10-6 of CaN  for high water velocity (6 cm/h). However, in other experimental works, 
trapped NAPL volume begins to decrease at 2 × 10-5 of CaN  during water flooding (Ng 
et al. 1978; Powers et al. 1994). As stated above, CaN  is dependent on the morphology 
of porous media. Hilfer and Øren (1996) showed that CaN  was 10-4, 3 × 10-6, and 2×10-7 
for unconsolidated sand, sand-stone, and limestone, respectively. Dawson and Roberts 
(1997) found that the value of CaN  was different under vertical or horizontal flow.  
Second, the Bond number, BoN , is the ratio of buoyant to capillary retention 
forces (Powers et al. 1994; Al-Gharbi and Blunt 2005). This number is considered in 
spite of the horizontal flow direction (Pennell et al. 1996; Boving and Brusseau 2000; 
Childs et al. 2004; Schaerlaekens et al. 2005). In previous papers, the buoyant force used 
in BoN  was usually expressed with permeability. However, some researchers employed 
droplet/blob radius or solid grain radius instead of permeability, as shown in Table 1.1. 
Dawson and Roberts (1997) established BoN  in terms of porosity. Gioia et al. (2003) 
observed that trapped oil is partially mobilized at 10-3 ~ 10-2 of BoN  and completely 
dislodged over 10-2 of BoN . However, the critical value of NAPL blob mobility could be 
increased by increasing the difference of density between NAPLs and the displacing 
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phases. Additionally, blob mobility is enhanced when grain or blob sizes increase (Gioia 
et al. 2003). It also increases as the interfacial tension between NAPLs and the 
displacing phases decreases (Gioia et al. 2003). Gioia and Urciuolo (2006) attempted to 
describe BoN  in terms of a vector and found oil mobilization at approximately 10
-3
 of 
BoN .  
As discussed above, NAPL blob or oil mobilization could be evaluated by BoN or 
CaN . Nevertheless, to estimate the magnitude of blob mobilization, Pennell et al. (1996) 
employed a Trapping number TN  (see Table 1.1). Sometimes, TN  was also evaluated by 
the sum of BoN  and CaN  (see Table 1.1). Until now, TN  has been used to evaluate a 
displacement performance. Duffield et al. (2003) demonstrated that during surfactant 
solution flushing, residual LNAPL and DNAPL mobilization occurred at 4.5 × 10-5 ~ 4.7 
× 10-5 and 2 × 10-5 ~ 5 × 10-5 of TN  for homogeneous sands, respectively. Gioia et al. 
(2003) discovered that during water flooding, oil was mobilized upward at TN  > 0, as 
the TN  was used. Morrow and Songkran (1979) found that residual NAPL saturation 
decreased from 14 % to nearly 0 % with an increasing TN . 
A Trapping number may be affected by NAPL phase continuity, shape, pore 
geometry or permeability. For example, Fu and Imhoff (2002) observed that the 
mobilization of a PCE pool could occur at a lower TN , unlike PCE ganglia observed by 
Pennell et al. (1996). As noted above, the value of TN  evaluating blob displacement 
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would vary due to different characteristics of a porous medium or pore geometry (i.e., 
pore size distribution, grain size or packing arrays) or NAPL forms. 
1.2.3 Effects of Parameters on NAPL Blob Motion 
NAPL blobs are increasingly displaced through water-wetting soil pores when 
NAPL viscosity, density and the interfacial tension between displacing phases (water or 
surfactant foam)-NAPL decrease (Slattery 1979). Specifically, during the injection of 
surfactant foam, NAPL blobs are more effectively mobilized due to lower apparent 
viscosity, lower surface tension of surfactant foam and higher surfactant concentration 
(Kim et al. 2004). In addition, foam bubble size and lamellae film thickness would also 
affect blob mobilization.  
In looking at pore geometry, as the aspect ratio of pores increases, the blob 
motion flows faster, where the aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of pore body to pore 
throat. Chatzis et al. (1983) showed that a higher aspect ratio increased the mobilization 
of small blobs. The ratio may also affect pore-level mechanism describing blob or foam 
flow in porous media. The mechanism is commonly categorized into snap-off and 
coalescence mechanisms (Chatzis et al. 1983). In a snap-off (breakup) mechanism, 
NAPL blobs or foam bubbles are split into smaller sizes as they pass through pore 
constrictions. Thus, individual singlet/doublet blobs or foam bubbles are mostly 
generated in the breakup process (Chatzis et al. 1983). The coalescence (by-passing) 
mechanism may be defined as a reverse action of the snap-off mechanism where the 
most complex blobs or bubbles would be produced (Chatzis et al. 1983). Therefore, 
understanding the two mechanisms is important in identifying the motion of blobs and 
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bubbles in soil and aquifers. Because of the action of foam bubbles specifically, studies 
on these mechanisms encourage the use of surfactant foams (Gauglitz et al. 1988). The 
mechanisms were also affected by the velocity of displacing fluids such as water or 
surfactant foam. Herein, the relationships between the two pore-level mechanisms and 
the velocity of the displacing phase were still unclear. 
1.2.4 Phenomenological Theory for Surfactant Foam-NAPL Blob Interaction 
In this study, the flow of surfactant foam is assumed to be a bubbly flow (discrete 
foam bubble) or a slug flow (bubble-train) through water-wet porous media in which the 
flow patterns are governed by the surface tension gradient (Rezkallah 1996). However, 
the two flow patterns react differently with NAPL blobs trapped within soil pores. A 
discrete foam bubble flows as a single fluid whereas a bubble-train is considered as two 
fluids. A bubble-train contains lamellae connecting two neighboring bubbles. In the 
bubble-train, lamellae and bubbles flow separately as a continuous phase and as 
discontinuous phase, respectively (Hanssen and Dalland 1990). Therefore, a foam 
bubble-train would control gas mobility. Chen et al. (2002) observed that a bubble-train, 
by and large, is filled with two or three connecting bubbles, and a few bubble-trains 
consist of more than ten bubbles.  
  In the system of a bubble-train without NAPL, a foam film, called lamellae, 
contains only surfactant (surface-active agent) and its location is between two air 
bubbles. However, as a bubble-train comes in contact with NAPL blobs, the lamella 
would be penetrated by the components of the NAPL blobs. After this, the lamella 
becomes a pseudoemulsion film, which is located at the interface of the NAPL emulsion 
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and an air bubble (Hessen and Dalland 1990; Bergeron et al. 1993). Pseudoemulsion 
film tends to break apart faster than foam film due to weak molecular interactions among 
NAPL-surfactant solution-air bubble (Hessen and Dalland 1990). Therefore, 
understanding of films would be significant in explaining the relationship between 
NAPL blobs and foam in porous media.  
 
1.3 Research Objectives 
The objectives of this research are to understand two removal mechanisms 
(mobilization and solubilization) of trapped NAPL blobs and to analyze the relations 
between the blobs and the displacing phases (water and surfactant foam) in water-wet 
porous media. To achieve theses ends, previous models predicting NAPL blobs and 
foam bubble flow will be improved with new concepts and theoretical approaches. The 
specific objectives will be accomplished by employing the following steps: 
(1) Analyzing the NAPL blob flow at pore-scale and determining the effect 
of the parameters on blob dissolution and mobilization in removing NAPL blobs. For 
predicting blob flow in porous media, mathematical models are developed on the basis 
of force balance and mass balance governing a NAPL blob. Characteristics of NAPL 
blob (i.e., size and shape) and properties of soil geometry (i.e., grain mean diameter and 
pore size distribution) are also studied to develop the models. 
(2) Carrying out dimensional analysis to evaluate when and at what rate a 
NAPL blob would flow. In this study, the previous Trapping number is modified to be 
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an indicator for blob removal performance. It is compared with existing experimental 
data in previous literature.  
(3) Developing mathematical models to understand blob mobilization or 
displacement and to quantify the critical conditions of blob flow during surfactant foam 
operation. However, as discussed above, surfactant foam flows as a discrete foam bubble 
or a bubble-train in porous media and the two different flow types react differently with 
NAPL blobs. Thus, a model is developed to analyze the effects of the individual foam 
bubbles and surfactant solution on blob mobilization.  
First, pore-level flow arrangements and configurations of three immiscible 
phases (foam bubble, surfactant solution and NAPL blobs) are identified; foam bubble as 
a gas (non-wetting) phase, surfactant solution as a liquid (wetting) phase, and NAPL as 
an oil (intermediate) phase. Their flow configurations are well understood by the study 
of spreading coefficients.  
Next, forces acting on NAPL blobs displaced by discrete foam bubbles flowing 
through a porous medium are balanced. The force balance extended by pore-level 
configurations quantifies the removal amount of NAPL blobs. Then, non-
dimensionalization of the force balance determines how much the NAPL blobs would be 
displaced by discrete foam bubbles. Another study is performed to determine discrete 
foam bubble and blob velocities. A variety of factors (i.e., relative permeability, porosity, 
bubble or blob sizes) affecting the bubble and blob velocities are investigated as well as 
apparent viscosities of discrete foam bubbles and surfactant solution flowing through 
pore constrictions. 
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(4) Investigating complex interactions between foam bubble-train and NAPL 
blobs using conceptual and mathematical models. As discussed above, a foam bubble-
train consists of two fluids (surfactant solution and air bubbles). Thus, its flow is 
somewhat difficult to understand. In this study, forces acting on a foam bubble-train are 
investigated and the bubble-train flow is predicted. Furthermore, various parameters (i.e., 
apparent foam viscosity, lamellae number, foam quality, and bubble-train volume) 
affecting the bubble-train motion are examined. The velocity of the bubble-train 
calculated in this work is compared to experimental data presented in previous studies. A 
NAPL blob displaced by bubble-train moves through a porous medium by interactive 
forces acting on both the bubble-train and a blob. Like the bubble-train velocity, the 
velocity of a NAPL blob is quantified and solved analytically. The critical condition of 
NAPL blob motion during a foam bubble-train flow is determined by dimensional 
analysis. From this study, the onset of NAPL blob mobilization in porous media is 
quantified and predicted in porous media.  
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CHAPTER II 
ANALYSIS OF NAPL BLOBS ENTRAPPED WITHIN A WATER-WET 
POROUS MEDIUM 
 
2.1. Overview of Theoretical Approach 
As mentioned in Chapter I, residual NAPLs lodged in water-saturated soil pores 
remain as a discrete NAPL type (blobs) under normal groundwater flow regimes. 
However, the NAPL blobs may be traveling through soil pores as the driving forces (a 
buoyant and/or a viscous forces) are dominating over the retention forces (a capillary 
and/or a drag forces) acting on NAPL blobs (Pennell et al. 1996; Dawson and Roberts 
1997). A buoyant force is generally dependent on the density difference between a 
NAPL and a displacing phase (water). A viscous force is proportional to the viscosity, 
the velocity, and the permeability of a displacing phase. In the case of a capillary force, 
it strongly depends on the pore throat size and the interfacial tension between NAPL and 
water. However, the forces are limited in characterizing and elucidating the relative 
motions between NAPL blobs and water flowing through soil pores because they have 
focused on NAPL blobs.  
This chapter introduces conceptual theories related to flow behavior of NAPL 
blobs mobilized by water flooding and develops a mathematical model to describe 
relative motions between the two immiscible phases (NAPL blobs and water). The 
theoretical approaches are based on relative velocity, cross-mobility, relative 
permeability, and flow regimes of the two phases traveling through pores (Oren and 
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Brutsaert 2005). Herein, development of a mathematical model is based on a variety of 
forces acting on a NAPL blob occluded by water. Therefore, a balance of the forces can 
explain the static motion of NAPL blobs as well as relative motion between the blobs 
and water from the moment when the blobs begin to dislodge from pore constrictions. 
After this, the force balance is rearranged to yield dimensionless groups being capable of 
quantifying the onset of NAPL blob mobilization. This chapter, additionally, identifies 
the critical conditions for the blob mobilization and determines the displacement 
efficiency of water flooding. 
 
2.2. Kinetic Model of Pore-scale Solubilization 
During water flooding, trapped NAPL blobs would dissolve to reach the 
equilibrium condition through solubilization or they would break into smaller blobs in 
the snap-off mechanism by a high aspect ratio (ratio of pore body to pore throat) of a 
porous medium. There is a difference for the physical mechanisms between 
solubilization and the snap-off. Through a solubilization or dissolution process, total 
blob volume and NAPL concentration would change but with the snap-off mechanism, 
they are constant. Thus, during solubilization, a study of the total dissolved NAPL blobs 
volume is significantly important in order to assess blob displacement or removal since 
the blobs are diminished in size. This would induce blob mobilization during 
solubilization as well and was observed by Willson et al. (1999). 
A change in total volume of blobs dissolved is obtained using a mass 
conservation equation describing pore-scale solubilization. In other words, it is 
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calculated by using residual NAPL saturation since the residual saturation can generally 
define the ratio of NAPL volume to pore space volume (Powers et al. 1992).  
2.2.1 Mass Transfer Characteristics 
NAPL blob dissolution should be analyzed by using a kinetic model of pore-
scale solubilization. Generally, a dissolution process can be described by contaminant 
transport equations. However, equations describing trapped NAPL dissolution would be 
inappropriate due to an uncertain scale scheme (Kennedy and Lennox 1997).  
In this study, NAPL blobs dissolved in a water-wet porous medium are assumed 
to follow a first-order rate law governing the inter-phase mass transfer (Miller et al. 
1990; Powers et al. 1991). Total mass flux for the dissolved blobs is conjugated to a 
linear driving force model (Kennedy and Lennox 1997). It is a product of a 
concentration driving force and a lumped mass transfer coefficient, as shown in Equation 
(2.1). One such a model for mass transfer between NAPL and water can be expressed by 
a mass balance equation for the NAPL blobs (Powers et al. 1991),  
                      ( )oo eq m oSn K C C k a Ctρ
∂
= − − = − ∆
∂
  Equation Section 2(2.1) 
where oρ  is the NAPL density [M L-3]; n  is the porosity; oS  is the NAPL saturation; 
The lumped mass transfer K  [L3 L-3 T-1] between phases is obtained by multiplying the 
mass transfer coefficient mk  [L3 L-2 T-1] by the specific interfacial area oa  [L2 L-3] 
(interfacial area per unit volume of porous medium) between the phases. K  and mk  are 
plotted in Figure 2.1 (a) and (b), respectively. In this paper L, M, and T denote length, 
mass and time dimensions respectively.  
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Figure 2.1 Variation of (a) lumped mass transfer rate coefficient K  and (b) mass transfer 
coefficient mk  in TCE (as a typical DNAPL type) saturation nS  for wq = 0.8, 1.7, 3.6, 
and 5.6 m/day. All lines in (a) and (b) represent second-degree polynomial fits to data 
and exponential rise fits to data, respectively.  
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C∆  is expressed in terms of the difference between the NAPL solubility limit in 
the water phase eqC  [M L-3] and the NAPL concentration in the aqueous phase C [M L-3].  
An expression for NAPL concentration C  is obtained by deriving an equation 
proposed by Chowdhury (1996). 
                                                
o o
w
AC
Lq t
ρ ∂
=
∂
      (2.2) 
where L  [L] is the dimension of a target area perpendicular to the flow direction and its 
value is 7.86 mm in the experience of Chowdhury (1996). oA [L2] is the area of NAPL 
blobs within a target area, as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). wq  is the specific discharge or 
Darcy’s velocity at 0.8, 1.7, 3.6, and 5.6 m/day. From the data obtained from a 
micromodel experiment conducted by Chowdhury (1996), TCE density is 1.47 g/cm3, its 
solubility in water is 1235 mg/l. Additionally, / eqC C  has 0.35 of its initial value and 
decreases as a function of time, as plotted in Figure 2.2 (b). More detail for the 
parameters used in Equations (2.1) and (2.2) is provided by Chowdhury (1996). 
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Figure 2.2 Decrease of (a) total TCE area oA and (b) the ratio of TCE concentration to 
TCE solubility / eqC C  over time for specific discharges of 0.8, 1.7, 3.6, and 5.6 m/day. 
All lines in (a) and (b) represent second-degree polynomial fits to data except for the 
solid line in (b). 
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2.2.2. Dissolving NAPL Blob Volume  
With total volume of dissolving NAPL blobs instead of NAPL saturation as 
expressed in Equation (2.1), the lumped mass transfer rate coefficient is obtained as,  
                                         ( )
, 1
 
t o o
t eq
dV
K
dt V C C
ρ
= −
−
    (2.3) 
By integrating Equation (2.3), a change in the total volume of the dissolving 
NAPL blobs 
,t oV  would be determined by, 
, ,
( )t o t oi T i
o
CV V K V t t
ρ
∆
= − −            (2.4) 
where 
,t oiV  [L3] and ,t oV  [L3] are the initial volume of blobs and the change in the 
volume of blobs at an initial time ot  [T] before dissolution and a certain blob residence 
time t  [T] after dissolution, respectively. In Equation (2.4), during water flooding, the 
change in the total volume of NAPL blobs is calculated (see Figure 2.3 (a)). With the 
same manner, the equation for determining NAPL saturation is given by integrating 
Equation (2.1),  
                                           
1 ( )o oi i
o
CS S K t t
nρ
∆
= − −     (2.5)
where oiS  and oS  denote the NAPL saturation and the change in the NAPL saturation at 
ot  and t , respectively. By comparing Equations (2.4) and (2.5), a relationship of NAPL 
saturation to volume of dissolving NAPL blobs is expressed as, 
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,t o
o
p
V
S
V
= ,      (if 0 1oS≤ ≤ )    (2.6) 
Figure 2.3 shows the total volume of dissolving TCE blob which was obtained 
from Equations (2.4) to (2.6), respectively. Where NAPL saturation, oS , is obtained by a 
micromodel experimental work (Chowdhury 1996). As shown in Figure 2.3, the total 
volume of the dissolving TCE blobs which was obtained by a kinetic model is in 
agreement with that obtained by Equation (2.6). The result also shows that the dissolved 
TCE blob volume decreases over time. 
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Figure 2.3 Representation of dissolving TCE blob volume obtained by a kinetic model 
for solubilization (symbols) and by a relationship between TCE saturation and the TCE 
blob volume (lines).  
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2.3 Governing Equations Describing Blob Mobilization 
As discussed above, the volume of NAPL blobs decreases during solubilization 
and the process would lead to a mobilization process since the blobs would be small 
enough to pass through pore constrictions. In this section, forces acting on entrapped or 
dissolved NAPL blobs in a water-wet pore are investigated. 
2.3.1. Buoyant Force  
A buoyant force is a resulting fluid force which a NAPL blob body exerts on the 
water phase. As water is moving upward, the NAPL blobs would be co-currently or 
counter-currently flowing in the direction of the water flow. A force on the vertical 
surface of a blob body would be expressed as, 
                                              
 sinB ow oF g Vρ α= ∆      (2.7) 
where owρ∆ (= w oρ ρ− ) is the density difference between NAPL oρ  [M L-3] and water 
phase wρ [M L-3]; oV  [L3] represents a blob (singlet) of NAPL blobs ,t oV  [L3] distributed 
in an area; and α  is the surface inclination angle (Elsherbini and Jacobi 2006). As water 
is moving upward, DNAPL (Dense Non-aqueous Phase Liquid) tends to flow downward 
whereas LNAPL (Low Non-aqueous Phase Liquid) flows upward since DNAPL and 
LNAPL densities are greater and less than 1 g/cm3 of water density, respectively. From 
this analysis, it is supposed that the direction of a buoyant force is greatly dependent on 
the density difference between a displaced (NAPL) and a displacing (water) phases. The 
force is, additionally, proportional to the change in an equivalent NAPL blob volume oV . 
More detail is explained in section 2.4.  
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2.3.2. Capillary Retention Force 
Capillary retention force comes from a concept of a capillary pressure caused by 
pressure gradient across the NAPL and water interface. A capillary pressure gradient, 
cP∇ , is from the pressure difference between a non-wetting (NAPL) and a wetting 
(water) phase. It would be defined by the Laplace equation (Dullien 1979). 
                                               C nw wP P P∇ = ∇ − ∇      (2.8) 
where 
nwP∇  and wP∇  denote the pressure gradient of a non-wetting phase and that of a 
wetting phase, respectively. In Equation (2.8), a capillary pressure, CP , is related to mean 
curvature and interfacial tension between the two immiscible phases and it would be 
expressed as (Corey 1994),  
                                            
1
 2 cosC ow owP R
σ θ =  
 
     (2.9) 
                                              
1 1
C ow
f r
P
R R
σ
 
= +  
 
     (2.10) 
where owσ [M T-2] and owθ  are the interfacial tension and the contact angle between 
NAPL-water, respectively; R  [L] is the pore radius; and fR  [L] and rR [L] denote the 
front and rear radii of curvature at the NAPL-water interface. Equation (2.10) indicates 
that migration of NAPL blobs is affected by pore geometry more clearly than in 
Equation (2.9).  
For simplification, Equation (2.9) is multiplied by oV , an expression for the 
capillary retention force acting on a NAPL blobs is obtained as, 
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1 1
  2 cosC C o ow ow oF P V VR L
σ θ = ∇ =  
 
   (2.11) 
If we assume that a NAPL blob is entrapped at a pore throat and affected by pore 
throat size 
n
R , then Eq (2.11) would be rewritten as, (Wang et al. 2004; Corapcioglu et 
al. 2004) 
                                           2 cosC n ow owF Rpi σ θ=      (2.12) 
Herein, Equation (2.12) is employed to describe a trapping force acting on a 
NAPL blob at pore-scale. 
2.3.3. Push Force  
During water flooding, we expect viscous effects acting on a blob traveling from 
one pore to another adjacent pore. To investigate the viscous effects, a push force as a 
newly developed force is proposed instead of a viscous force. An expression for the push 
force would be given by a volumetric force proposed by Brustsaert and El-Kadi (1984) 
as,  
           
1 1 1 1 1
 ( ) ( )w w w s w o orw w wo w o
F nS q q q q V
kk nS k nS n S
µ
    	 	
= − − + −
    
	 	    
 (2.13) 
where wµ  is the water viscosity [M L-1 T-1]; k  [L2] and rwk  are the absolute 
permeability and the relative permeability of the water phase; The cross permeability 
wok  [L2] would be expressed in terms of various factors (i.e., drag coefficient, 
characteristic length or the viscosity ratio). To examine the crossflow effects on two 
immiscible fluids, wok  would give an assessment of the relative contributions of forces 
acting on flowing fluids (Cinar et al. 2006); wq  [L3 L-2 T-1] and oq  [L3 L-2 T-1] denote 
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the specific discharges of the water phase and averaging NAPL blobs. Equation (2.13) 
explains that two continuous phases (NAPL and water) traveling through soil pores may 
cause a momentum exchange. 
When trapped NAPL blobs are displaced by the relative motion between the 
NAPL blobs and water phase, it results in a push force which refers a force exerted on 
NAPL blobs mobilized by the water phase. The force results from a pressure gradient 
along a NAPL blob body. From Equation (2.13), an expression for a push force could be 
rewritten by assuming that the relationship between the velocity of water wq  and that of 
the soil phase 
s
q  is negligible.  
                                           
1
w w
P w o o
wo w
S
F q q V
k S
µ  
= − 
− 
    (2.14) 
The second terms within the brackets on the right-hand side (RHS) of Equation 
(2.14) represents an additional force because a momentum transfer between discrete 
blobs and the water phase occurs
. 
Equation (2.14) shows that a push force is dependent 
on water velocity and its viscosity. Unlike the previous viscous force inducing blob 
mobilization, the push force describes flow behavior of NAPL blobs displaced by water 
as well as the relative motion between NAPL blobs and the water phase. 
2.3.4. Drag Force  
As discussed in Section 2.2.3, a push force was a newly proposed term used to 
describe both the flow of NAPL blobs passing through pores and the relative motion 
between two immiscible fluids after the moment of NAPL mobilization. A drag force 
exerted along pore sidewalls obstructs a NAPL blob displaced by water. As water pushes 
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trapped NAPL blobs, the blobs are reluctant to move due to the drag force. The force 
places pressure and shear forces on the NAPL blob surface and its direction is opposite 
to the flow direction of the blob body. The drag force on discrete blobs depends on the 
blob’s velocity (Tung and Dhir 1988). An expression for the drag force would be 
obtained as, 
                                                     
o o
D o
ro
q
F V
kk
µ
=      (2.15) 
where oµ  [M L-1 T-1] and rok  are the viscosity and the relative permeability of the 
NAPL, respectively. In Equation (2.15), the drag force is dependent on the viscosity and 
the volume of a NAPL blob.  
 
2.4. Force-law Model for Pore-scale Blob Mobilization 
Until recently, the study of multiphase flowing through a porous medium has 
been challenged because of a lack of understanding of their flow on the scale of 
individual pores (Olbricht 1996). For NAPL blob displacement at pore-level, specifically, 
pore-scale phenomena needs to be investigated because NAPL blobs trapped within soil 
pores are ranged from one to thousands of pore sizes (Reddi and Wu 1996). 
2.4.1 Balance of Forces 
From Equations (2.16) and (2.17) describing head losses ( oh∇  and wh∇ ) of two 
immiscible fluids introduced by Brutsaert and El-Kadi (2005), a push and a drag force 
acting on a NAPL blob would be obtained, assuming that the velocity of soil phase is 
negligible. 
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1o o o w
o o w
ro o wo o w
q Sh q q
kk k S
µ µ
γ γ
 −
−∇ = + − 
 
    (2.16) 
                                
1
w w w w
w w o
rw w ow w w
q Sh q q
kk k S
µ µ
γ γ
 
−∇ = + − 
− 
   (2.17) 
Expressions for the head losses would be replaced by density and pressure 
gradients acting on each phase, water and NAPL  
                                        w  sinw w wh P g zγ ρ α∇ = ∇ + ∇     (2.18) 
                                       
  
 sino o o oh P g zγ ρ α∇ = ∇ + ∇     (2.19) 
Substituting Equations (2.16) and (2.17) into (2.18) and (2.19), respectively and 
then subtracting Equations (2.18) and (2.19), a force balance is formed as,  
                       
( ) ( )w    sin sin
1
1
w o o
w w w w o o o w
w o o w
rw wo w ro ow w
P g z P g z
q S q S
q q q q
kk k S kk k S
ρ α ρ α
µ µ µ µ
∇ + ∇ − ∇ + ∇
    −
= + − − − −    
−    
  (2.20) 
In the LHS of Equation (2.20), two capillary pressure gradients for the NAPL 
oP∇  and the water wP∇ would be expressed in terms of a capillary pressure gradient 
CP∇  as expressed in Equation (2.8). 
By inserting Equation (2.8) into Eq (2.20), each volumetric force acting on 
NAPL blobs ( vBF , vPF , vDF , and vCF ) would be represented as  
                                     sinvB owF gρ α= ∆       (2.21) 
                                     
v
C cF P= ∇        (2.22) 
                                     
1
v w w w w
P w o
rw wo w
q S
F q q
kk k S
µ µ  
= + − 
− 
    (2.23) 
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1
 
v o o o w
D o w
ro wo w
q S
F q q
kk k S
µ µ  −
= − − 
 
    (2.24) 
The volumetric forces above are limited in explaining the flow of discrete NAPL 
blobs and the water phase at pore-scale because the forces are induced by Darcy’s law, 
which is based on the Representative Element Volume (REV)-scale. Equations (2.23) 
and (2.24) describe a momentum and a drag force acting on a continuous NAPL flow. 
However, the two equations are not adaptable for explaining a discrete NAPL blob. Thus, 
for a momentum and a drag force acting on a NAPL blob, Equations (2.23) and (2.24) 
are used instead of Equations (2.14) and (2.15). For a capillary retention force, Equation 
(2.22) is replaced by Equation (2.12). Additionally, in the above equations, instead of 
two Darcy’s velocities of wq  and oq , wu  and ou  are used for expressing pore-scale blob 
mobilization and they denote pore or effective velocities for the water phase and a 
discrete blob, respectively. The two pore velocities are obtained by, 
                             
i
i
q
u
n
=       (2.25) 
where the subscript i is o or w for a discrete blob or water, respectively.  
Secondly, in Equations (2.21) to (2.24), each volumetric force is limited to unit 
bulk volume or total volume of a porous medium, TV , in order to describe a blob flow. 
For pore-level investigation, TV  is assumed to be equal to a blob volume, oV . Then, 
multiplying each volumetric force by a blob volume, oV , forces are obtained and are 
balanced as,  
        ( )v v v vB P D C o B p D CF  F F F F V F F F F= + − − = + − −   (2.26) 
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Equation (2.26) consists of four forces: buoyant ( BF ), push ( PF ), drag ( DF ), and 
capillary retention forces ( C F ). In Equation (2.26), the buoyant and the push forces act 
as driving forces to displace a NAPL blob trapped at a pore throat. The drag and the 
capillary retention forces are holding forces that hinder a NAPL blob’s flow from a pore-
throat.  
Figure 2.4 depicts a NAPL blob trapped within a spherical pore of a constricted 
tube, which is chosen as an ideal model of a porous medium. By employing the 
constricted tube, pore-level models describing NAPL blobs would be well developed. In 
reality, a blob may be greater than a pore body and extend through pore constrictions. As 
a blob surrounded by a water film is at rest, it would be displaced through a pore to 
another an adjacent pore due to the pressure difference between the NAPL blob and the 
water, assuming that there is not any force.  
 
 
Figure 2.4. Definition sketch of forces acting on a discrete NAPL blob; a spherical blob 
flowing as a sinusoidal shape in a constricted tube. 
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By a force-law model, as the sum of push and buoyant forces is greater than that 
of capillary and drag forces, blob mobilization is expected. The force balance expressed 
in Equation (2.26) would be rewritten by the four forces in Equations (2.7), (2.12), 
(2.14), and (2.15)  
 1 2 ow F= 2 cos  1
w w o o
ow o w o o o n ow
wo w ro
S u
gsin V A u u V A V R
k S kk
µ µρ α pi σ θ
    
 ∆ − − −    
−    
+  (2.27) 
where 1A  and 2A  are the correction factor and they are assumed to be about 1.0. For 
unifying Equation (2.27), 1A  is as a function of saturation and porosity. Both 1A  and 2A  
are a function of a discrete blob volume and unit bulk volume or total volume of a 
porous medium, TV . However, under the assumption that TV  is equal to blob volume, oV , 
both 1A  and 2A  would be 1 and the assumption would be plausible. In the equation 
above, it shows that a NAPL blob mobility is affected by an unbounded fluid (water) 
having its viscosity wµ  and velocity wq . 
2.4.2 Comparison of Various Formulations for NAPL Blob-Water Flow 
We discuss various formulations describing two immiscible fluids flowing 
through a porous medium, based on Equation (2.27). In the equations, change in NAPL 
and water saturations are considered and the relative motion between NAPL blobs and 
the water phase is dealt with a cross-permeability during blob mobilization. However, 
Equation (2.27) is simply and efficiently expressed under the four different conditions 
discussed below.  
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(1) In the form of 1F , saturation and relative permeability of residual NAPL 
are changed during mobilization. The form is similar to theories discussed by previous 
researchers (Trantham and Durnford 1998). 
1 1 2 owF 2 cos1
w w o o
ow o w o o o n ow
wo w ro
S u
gsin V A u u V A V R
k S kk
µ µρ α pi σ θ
    
 = ∆ − − −    
−    
+  (2.28) 
(2) In the form of 2 F , an expression for relative motion shown in Equation 
(2.28) is negligible in Equation (2.29) because they are relatively small compared to 
other values of terms shown in Equation (2.28). Thus, this term is not considered when 
calculating blob velocity (Morrow and Songkran 1981; Dawson and Roberts 1997; 
Boving and Brusseau 2000; Pope et al. 2000).  
                2 1 2 owF 2 cosw w o oow o o o n ow
wo ro
u u
gsin V A V A V R
k kk
µ µρ α pi σ θ = ∆ − −+
  (2.29) 
(3) In the form of 3 F , a drag force acting on a blob is ignored. This 
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assumption is similar to studies proposed by Pennell et al. (1996), Padgett and Hayden 
(1999), Childs et al. (2004), and Schaerlaekens et al. (2005). 
         3 1 owF  2 cos1
w w
ow o w o o n ow
wo w
S
gsin V A u u V R
k S
µρ α pi σ θ  = ∆ − − 
− 
+  (2.30) 
(4) In the form of 4 F , it focuses on blob motion, thus a drag force acting 
on a blob is considered instead of the pushing force of water. Therefore, a blob velocity 
may be similar to water velocity. The analogous expression is used in the studies of 
Corapcioglu et al. (2004). 
                   4 2 owF 2 coso oow o o n ow
ro
u
gsin V A V R
kk
µρ α pi σ θ = ∆ − −    (2.31) 
Expressions for blob velocity obtained by the assumptions above are symbolized 
as 1ou , 2ou , 3ou , and 4ou  (Table 2.1). We compare the four equations above with study 
proposed by Olbricht (1996), as shown in Table 2.1 (Bear 1972). 
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Table 2.1 Various expressions for balances of forces affecting blob velocity. 
 
 Force 
balances Blob velocities Assumptions 
1F  FB+FP=FC+FD 
1
1 2 1 2 1 2
sin 2 cos
1 1 1
w ow n ow ow
o
w o rw w w o w w o
w w ro rw w ro rw w ro
u g R
u
S kk S S
A A A A A A V
S kk kk S kk kk S kk
ρ α pi σ θ
µ µ µ µ µ
µ
∆
= + −
     
+ + +     
− − −     
 
 
2F  FB+FP=FC+FD 
2
2 22
1
sin 2 cosw ow n ow ow
o
o rw o o
o
w ro ro ro
u g R
u k A AA V
A k kk kk
ρ α pi σ θ
µ µ µ
µ
∆
= + −  No relative motion 
 
3F  FB+FP=FC 
3
1 1
sin 2 cos
1 1 1
w ow n ow ow
o
w w w w w
o
w ro w ro w
u g R
u
S A S A S
V
S kk S kk S
ρ α pi σ θ
µ µ
∆
= + −
     
     
− − −     
 
No drag force 
4F  FB =FC+FD 
4
2 2
sin 2 cosow n ow ow
o
o o
o
ro ro
g R
u
A A
V
kk kk
ρ α pi σ θ
µ µ
∆
= −  
No push force and 
relative motion 
 
5F  
Olbricht 
(1996) 
 
FP= FD 
3
5
4
2
3 2
o
w o o
o w
o t t
w
R R
u o q
R R
µ
µ
µ
µ
 
×    
 = − +   
    + 
 
 for 1o
t
R
R
<<  
No buoyant and 
surface tension 
forces 
6F  
Buckely-
Leverett 
(1942) 
 6
11 1
1
ro w
o w
rw o rw o
ro w
kk
u uk kk
k
µ
µ µ
µ
 
   
 = − × + 
   + 
 
 
No gravity, 
capillarity, and 
liquid compressibility 
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In Table 2.1, we examine the effect of forces on a NAPL blob velocity in order to 
more clearly predict the flow behavior of NAPL blobs. To quantify blob velocities, 
properties of a porous medium are chosen from a micromodel experiment conducted by 
Chowdhury (1996) (Table 2.2). The micromodel is depicted in Figure 2.5. In the 
micromodel experiment, water flows vertically upward so that the surface inclination 
angle sinα  employed in Equation (2.7) is assumed to be 1.0. Contact angles between 
the water and TCE or dodecane ow used in Equation (2.12) are assumed to be 60. 
Specific discharges or Darcy’s velocities of water qw are 0.8, 1.7, 3.6, and 5.6 m/day. 
Chemicals TCE and dodecane are chosen as typical DNAPL and LNAPL types, 
respectively. The physicochemical properties of TCE and dodecane are obtained by 
Chowdhury (1996) and Jeong and Corapcioglu (2003). For comparison, the correction 
factors 1A  and 2A  used in the four formulations above are assumed to be 1.0. 
 
Table 2.2 Micromodel experimental data.  
Micromodel Fluids  
 Density 
(g/cm3) 
Viscosity 
(cp) 
Interfacial tension 
of water-NAPL 
(dyne/cm) 
Micromodel length 
Micromodel width 
Pore depth 
Mean solid grain size 
Porosity 
Total pore volume 
Total volume 
60 mm 
40 mm 
0.1 mm 
1.5 mm 
0.50 
120 mm3 
240 mm3 
Water 
TCE 
Dodecane 
1 
1.47 
0.75 
1 
0.57 
1.75 
 
33.34 
51.9 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of a micromodel employed by Chowdhury (1996). 
 
Figure 2.6 shows that a discrete blob trapped within a water-wet pore is still 
captured by a pore under the conditions and data discussed above because 1ou , 2ou , 3ou , 
and 4ou  have negative values, regardless of NAPL types. On the other hand, 5ou and 6ou  
are 0.0037 ~ 0.054 and 0.0018 ~ 0.00011 cm/sec for TCE, respectively (Figure 2.6(a)). 
For a dodecane blob, 5ou and 6ou  are 0.0032 ~ 0.052 and 0.0018 ~ 0.00024 cm/sec, 
respectively (Figure 2.6(b)). To calculate a blob velocity, an isolated blob size is varied 
from 0.005 to 0.04 cm. As shown in Figure 2.6, two velocities 5ou and 6ou  would have 
positive values since the velocities are evaluated without considering the effect of soil 
capillarity. From the results, it is proven that a capillary tension force exerted on a NAPL 
blob gives a significant effect to blob entrapment. In our system, the capillarity would 
not be negligible since NAPL blobs are remained at soil pores. 
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Figure 2.6 Velocities of isolated (a) TCE and (b) dodecane blobs at pore-scale. 
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Therefore, blob mobilization would require that driving forces (buoyant or push 
forces) increase or a resisting force (capillary tension force) decrease. However, during 
water flooding, a push force would be more easily controlled than a capillary tension 
force acting on a NAPL blob.  
Figure 2.6 also shows that blob velocities increase with increasing blob size. It 
follows a general theory in which droplet velocity flowing through a porous medium is 
proportional to its size. In the Figure, the result of 6ou  does not correspond to the general 
theory. In 2ou  and 4ou  proposed under some assumptions, the absolute value of 2ou and 
4ou  is greater than the water velocity. This does not reasonably explain the flow velocity 
of a NAPL blob displaced by the water phase. In the cases of 1ou  and 3ou , they would 
closely approach a description of a blob motion. However, 3ou  ignores the drag force 
and is limited in its description of blob motion obstructed by pore sidewalls. Therefore, 
it seems that 1F  is a pertinent equation to describe mobilized blob velocity at pore-
scale. 
 
2.5. Effect of Parameters on Mobility of Trapped NAPL Blobs 
2.5.1. Characteristics of a Porous Medium 
In this study, a constricted tube is chosen as a prototype of idealized porous 
medium models. In the tube, all fluids are assumed to be dominated by Darcy’s law and 
on the basis of Kozeny’s equation, intrinsic permeability is obtained as (Gioia et al. 
2003), 
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                     ( )
2 3
2150 1
sd nk
n
=
−
     (2.32) 
In Equation (2.32), the intrinsic permeability 2sk( d ) is a function of solid grain 
diameter sd  at pore-scale and at REV-scale, 
2k( L )  is a function of a characteristic 
length of a porous medium L . At pore-scale, the value of k  is 7.50 × 10-5 cm2 according 
to the data given in Table 4.2.   
The porosity n  used in Equation (2.32) would be obtained by a ratio of pore 
volume pV  to total volume of a porous medium tV  as (Gioia et al., 2003), 
                                     p tn V V=       (2.33) 
To identify wettability in our system, correlated relationships between relative 
permeabilities and their saturation are investigated. 
rwk  is only dependent on saturation 
and a constitutive relationship between relative permeability and saturation is expressed 
by Irmay (1954) (Corey 1994).  
                                                
3 3(1 )
rw w ok S S= = −      (2.34) 
rok  is obtained by equilibrium relative permeability with rwk as, 
                                                1
ro rwk k= −       (2.35) 
Theoretically, 
rwk  would be equal to zero at pore-scale, assuming that a NAPL 
blob completely filled within a soil pore. Hence, 
rok  approaches the value of 1. However, 
at zero value of 
rwk , rok  would be greater than one due to the hydration of the soil 
minerals and migration of the soil particles. For this reason, relative permeability to 
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NAPL may be dependent on saturation as well as the viscosity ratio of a wetting to a 
non-wetting phase. However, in our system, 
rok  is assumed to be equal to 1.0.  
Saturations and relative permeabilities to NAPL and water computed by the 
equations above are shown in Figure 2.7. To obtain the result, it is assumed that a NAPL 
blob is trapped at a pore throat and its volume fraction (the ratio of a NAPL blob to a 
pore body volume) is almost equal to 1.0. Hence, its relative permeability would be 
almost 1.0 at NAPL entrapment. In the displacement process of NAPL blobs, NAPL 
saturation and its relative permeability decrease whereas water saturation and its relative 
permeability increase. 
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Figure 2.7 Constitutive relationships of relative permeabilities and saturations to NAPL 
and water. Two curves are fitted to exponential forms. 
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2.5.2 Pore Geometry Models 
An understanding of solid packing and arrays is important in quantifying the 
mobility of NAPL blobs trapped in porous media. For pore-level investigation and 
comparison with the micromodel experiment, simple and orthorhombic closed-cubic 
packing as idealized porous medium models are discussed as shown in Figure 2.8. A 
simple cubic packing is chosen since its porosity is similar to that of the micromodel. 
Orthorhombic cubic packing employed frequently in studies of porous media is selected, 
in order to compare it with a simple cubic packing model.  
 
 
Figure 2.8 Representative diagrams for pore geometry models depicted as an ideal 
porous medium model.  
 
Pore geometric factors for the micromodel are acquired by the experiment 
conducted by Chowdhury (1996) and the factors for the simple, and the orthorhombic-
closed cubic packing models are obtained from previous studies (Graton and Fraser 
1935; Al-Raoush et al. 2003). The values of the factors are shown in Table 2.3. 
In Table 2.3, unit pore volumes for orthorhombic and simple cubic packing are 
calculated by 32.74( 2)sd and 31.47( 2)sd , respectively (Graton and Fraser 1935). 
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Table 2.3 Characteristics of porous media. 
Porous medium size Micromodel 
Orthorhombic-closed 
cubic packing 
Simple cubic 
packing 
Pore throat radius(mm) 0.13 0.12 0.31 
Pore body radius(mm) 0.47 0.22 0.55 
Unit pore volume(mm3) 0.49~0.60 1.12 1.61 
Unit cell volume(mm3) 1.47 3.38 2.92 
Porosity (%) 50.00 39.54 47.64 
Aspect ratio 3.62 1.83 1.77 
 
2.5.3 Critical Velocity of Water Flood  
As discussed earlier, NAPL blob displacement occurs due to increasing push 
forces acting on the blobs during water flooding. The force is enhanced with increasing 
water velocity. Hence, understanding of the critical velocity of water phase  cwu  is 
important in order to drive the NAPL blob displacement from entrapment. Additionally, 
the study of  cwu  would be cost-effective.  
In the idealized pore geometry models discussed above, some assumptions are 
suggested to obtain  cwu . 
(1) Generally, DNAPL and LNAPL blob mobilization occurs at 4.5 × 10-5 ~ 
4.7 × 10-5 and 2 × 10-5 ~ 5 × 10-5 of the sum of CaN  and BoN , respectively  and 
represented as (Pennell et al., 1996; Boving and Brusseau, 2000; Dawson and Roberts, 
1997),  
-5 -54.5 10 ~ 4.7 10Ca BoN N+ = × ×   for LNAPL types  
and 
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5 52 10 ~ 5 10Ca BoN N − −+ = × ×  for DNAPL types  (2.36) 
where the Capillary CaN  and the Bond numbers BoN  are solved by ( cos )w w ow owuµ σ θ  
and ( sin cos )
rw ow owg kkρ α σ θ∆ , respectively. 
(2) For satisfying blob mobilization, the maximum value of the sum of CaN  
and BoN  are chosen to be 5 × 10
-5
, regardless of NAPL types. In Equation (2.36), the 
critical velocity of water phase  cwu  replaces wu  and then, an expression for  
c
wu  is 
obtained as,  
                      
cos  
  
cos
c ow ow ow rw
w
w ow ow
gsin kk
u mobilization valueσ θ ρ α
µ σ θ
 ∆
= − 
 
  (2.37) 
TCE (as a DNAPL type) blob mobilization occurs at 0.23, 0.19, and 0.22 cm/sec 
of cwu  and for dodecane (as a LNAPL type), at 0.05, 0.07, and 0.06 cm/sec of cwu  in the 
micromodel experiment, orthorhombic, and simple closed-cubic packing, respectively. 
However, at the values of cwu , the NAPL blobs are still trapped.  
From our work, it is found that 1.5 × 10-2 of a critical blob mobilization value 
would displace simultaneously two trapped DNAPL and LNAPL blobs and cwu  should 
be 27.32 cm/sec for TCE and dodecane blob displacement. After this, mobile blob 
velocities could be discovered (Figure 2.9). In the figure, an isolated NAPL blob is 
assumed to be a sphere in shape and the range of a blob size is 0.01 ~ 0.04 cm. The size 
is adapted by considering a soil pore body size and a pore throat size from each pore 
geometry model. Values of other factors are illustrated by Tables 2.1 and 2.3.  
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Figure 2.9 (a) TCE and (b) dodecane blob velocities for three different pore geometry 
models: micromodel experiment, orthorhombic-closed cubic packing, and simple cubic 
packing. 
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A surface inclination angle α does not greatly affect the determination of a 
mobile blob velocity, but it provides a small effect when evaluating the critical velocity 
of the water phase.  
To obtain the results shown in Figure 2.9, we assume that water flows vertically 
upward through each model and sinα  in Equation (2.7) is equal to 1.0. The contact 
angle of TCE - or dodecane - water owθ in Equation (2.12) is assumed to be 60. In 
reality, the contact angle between water and NAPL blobs would be a sensitive factor in 
determining a mobile blob’s velocity. As the contact angle increases, the blob velocity is 
slower. Intrinsic permeabilities employed to obtain blob velocities are 7.50 × 10-5, 2.54 
×10-5, and 5.92 × 10-5 cm2 for the micromodel, the orthorhombic, and the simple closed-
cubic packing, respectively. Figure 2.9 shows that TCE and dodecane blobs begin to 
flow over 0.03 ~ 0.04 cm of a blob size. During blob displacement, blobs flow in the 
micromodel faster than in the other medium models due to higher intrinsic permeability 
and porosity values.  
2.5.4 Interfacial Tension between NAPL and Water 
The effect of interfacial tension of water-NAPL blobs is investigated based on 
residual NAPL blob displacement. It has been used as a component of the Capillary 
number and Bond number. As the value of the interfacial tension is low, the two 
dimensionless numbers increase and blob mobilization is expected. In order to decrease 
interfacial tension, surfactant solution (Tween 80, SDS, aerosol MA-80, and a mixture of 
surfonic PE-2594 and witconol NP-100) or co-solvent (50% EtOH) are employed as 
displacing fluids (Table 2.4). They have been used more effectively than the water phase 
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to displace NAPL blobs, lowering interfacial tension and increasing the two 
dimensionless numbers. In Table 2.4, the values of the interfacial tension between NAPL 
and various displacing fluids including water are shown. More information for properties 
of surfactant solutions and co-solvent is provided by Zhong et al. (2003) and Boving and 
Brusseau (2000). 
 
Table 2.4 Interfacial tension of displacing fluids-TCE. 
Displacing fluids Composition 
Interfacial tension 
(dyne/cm) 
Water  33.34 
Tween 801 
POE 
(Polioxyethylen Sorbitan Monooleate) 
10.0 
SDS1 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate 3.0 
50% EtOH2 Ethanol 3.3 
Aerosol MA-801 Sodium Dihexyl Sulfosuccinate 0.8 
Surfonic PE-2594 + Witconol NP-1001  1.22 
1
 Zhong et al. (2003); and 2 Boving and Brusseau (2000)  
 
In Figure 2.10, a 1.5 × 10-2 mobilization value is applied for all displacing fluids 
flowing through an orthorhombic closed-cubic packing model. It shows that blob 
velocities increase as the interfacial tension between displacing fluids and TCE blobs 
decreases. Results of the effectiveness of displacing fluids indicate that TCE blob flows 
more rapidly in surfactant solutions including aerosol MA-80, and as expected, TCE 
blobs displaced by water move slowly since the interfacial tension of TCE - water is 
relatively high. 
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Figure 2.10 TCE blob displaced by various displacing fluids in orthorhombic-closed 
cubic packing.   
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CHAPTER III 
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF BLOB MOBILIZATION 
IN A WATER-WET POROUS MEDIUM 
 
3.1. Blob Mobilization Model 
3.1.1 Development of a Trapping Number 
As discussed in Chapter II, forces on NAPL blobs remained within soil pores 
were balanced at the pore-level. As balancing the forces, dimensional analysis would 
give a help to identify the flow regime of the NAPL blobs and quantify the moment of 
blob mobilization. As NAPL blob is transited from an immobile phase to a mobile phase, 
most previous studies had limitation to describe NAPL blob motion. Moreover, blob 
solubilization and mobilization were separately evaluated with an assumption that 
mobilization occurs only as solubilization is at or near equilibrium. To overcome these 
limitations, theoretical approaches and dimensional analysis which are able to 
simultaneously consider blob solubilization and mobilization are investigated in our 
study. For dimensional analysis, the total force balance in Equation (2.27) is assumed to 
be equal to zero and then, dimensionless forms and numbers are obtained by directly 
nondimensionalizing each force in Equation (2.27). They are represented as, 
                              1 1
w w w o
T Bo Ca CaN N A N C N= + − Equation Section 3  (3.1) 
where ( )2wT n rw oN R kk Vpi= is the modified Trapping number, which describes the onset 
of the blob mobilization during water flooding; ( )sin coswBo ow rw ow owN g kkρ α σ θ= ∆  is 
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the Bond number; ( )coswCa w w ow owN uµ σ θ=  and ( )cosoCa o o ow owN uµ σ θ=  are the 
Capillary numbers represent the water phase and the NAPL, respectively. 1C  is the 
dimensionless form ( )( ) ( )( )1 21w w w o rw roA S S A k kµ µ= − + . Herein, the cross 
permeability, wok , is regarded as an effective permeability to the water phase ( )rwkk= .  
3.1.2 Comparison between Previous and Modified Trapping Numbers 
In the study of Pennell et al. (1996), their Trapping number, TN , is expressed in 
terms of blob length and pore geometry factors such as the radii of the pore throat and 
body, and  a formula for TN  is depicted by  
                                                  
2
rw
T
n
kk
N
R
β
=
∆
     (3.2) 
where   is the blob average length; Rn [L] and Rp [L] are the pore throat and the pore 
body radii, respectively; β  is the dimensionless form ( )1 n pR R= - . However, in their 
studies, the value of TN  was obtained not by Equation (3.2) but by the sum of wCaN  and 
w
BoN  (Pennell et al. 1996).  
In this study, we compared the modified Trapping number wTN  obtained by our 
theoretical approach with the Trapping number TN  expressed by Pennell et al. (1996). 
From Equations (3.1) and (3.2), it was observed that there are common physical 
properties. For example, the magnitudes of TN  and 
w
TN  are proportional to a pore throat 
or a body size, indicating that NAPL blobs would flow more easily through larger pore 
throats or pore bodies. It corresponds to previous studies (Saripalli et al. 1997). Saripalli 
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et al. (1997) observed that NAPL mobilization does not occur at small pore sizes. In the 
same manner, we can make a hypothesis that as a NAPL blob length or a blob radius is 
small enough to pass through pore throats TN  and 
w
TN  increase and thus the trapped 
blobs begin to be mobilized by displacing fluids.  
3.1.3 Trapping Number Concepts for NAPL Blob Mobilization Analysis  
Like Pennell et al. (1996), many researchers also employed the sum of wCaN  and 
w
BoN  to evaluate NAPL blob motion (Morrow and Songkran 1981; Pennell et al. 1996; 
Hall et al. 1997; Padgett et al. 1999; Fu et al. 2002; Duffield et al. 2003; Childs et al. 
2004; Schaerlaekens et al. 2005). As discussed in previous chapter, when the driving 
forces (buoyant and push forces) increase over the holding forces (capillary and drag 
forces), and finally the NAPL blobs would be released from entrapment. Based on our 
theoretical approach, it can suggest that blob mobilization would occur as the sum of the 
three dimensionless numbers in the RHS of Equation (3.1) is greater than the value of 
w
TN  (Dawson 1992; Gioia et al. 2003). In other words, NAPL blob mobilization 
commences as the absolute value of the RHS exceeds a critical value of wTN , and then 
they may rewritten as, 
                    1 1
w w w o
T Bo Ca CaN N A N C N< + −     (3.3) 
In Equation (3.3), if the RHS has a negative value, NAPL blobs would move 
downward and vice versa.  
Table 3.1 shows that the value of wTN  was obtained by using Equation (2.27) 
with micrormodel experiment data in Table 2.2. To compare the value of TN  discussed 
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in Chapter I with wTN , 1C  and 1A  in Equation (3.3) are assumed to be 1.0. Table 3.1 also 
shows the values of wBoN  and 
w
CaN  calculated in our study. However, 
o
CaN  is not 
represented in Table 3.1 since TCE blobs are still trapped at the specific discharges of 
the water phase wq . 
 
Table 3.1 Values of dimensionless numbers. 
wq   
(m/day) 
w
TN  
(× 10-2) 
w
BoN  
(× 10-3) 
w
CaN  
(× 10-6) 
w w
Bo CaN N+  
(× 10-3) 
0.9 1.35 - 1.09 1.61 1.09 
1.7 4.30 - 1.33 3.95 1.33 
3.6 3.90 - 1.35 3.87 1.34 
5.6 4.94 - 1.46 9.71 1.45 
 
The result is also illustrated in Figure 3.1, which explains the possibility of TCE 
blob flow during water flooding. However, as the discussed in Equation (3.3), the RHS 
does not exceed the value of wTN . Therefore, it could conclude that TCE blob 
mobilization could be not expected under the micromodel experimental condition given 
by Chowdhury (1996). This result obtained in our theoretical models corresponds to the 
result observed by Chowdhury (1996). However, in the study of Chowdhury (1996), 
TCE blobs were reduced and TCE saturation decreased because the blobs are dissolved 
into water. If NAPL saturation decreases in a solubilization process, an uncertain 
contaminated area with a large scale may be occurred since the dissolved blobs would 
flow downward. Generally, experimental data employed to evaluate blob mobilization 
have a limitation because those data were collected from a batch system. Hence, models 
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have been developed to control various systems requiring a minimum investment to do a 
trial and error test. Therefore, it is expected that with experimental data acquired by a 
batch system the modified Trapping number, wTN , suggested in this study can evaluate 
closely NAPL blob motion. Furthermore, it can contribute to provide theoretical 
information to improve the removal efficiency of NAPL blobs trapped in porous media. 
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of the modified Trapping number wTN  and the sum of Capillary 
and Bond numbers w wBo CaN N+ . 
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3.2 Dimensional Analysis 
As stated above, dimensionless numbers evaluate the magnitude of a force as 
compared to another force. The Bond number wBoN  and the Capillary numbers 
w
CaN  are 
written in general form except for the modified Trapping number wTN . In previous 
studies, wBoN  and 
w
CaN  were individually evaluated in order to predict NAPL blob 
mobilization (Gioia et al. 2003; Gioia and Urciuolo 2006). Herein, we will examine the 
dimensionless numbers in detail. 
3.2.1 Bond Number 
The Bond number wBoN  presented in Equation (3.1) is related to a buoyant force 
for blob mobilization and a capillary tension force for blob entrapment. As the density of 
water is lower than that of TCE, wBoN  becomes a negative value where the negative sign 
is not represented in Figure 3.2.   
 
Table 3.2 Values of Bond number wBoN  and TCE saturation nS . 
wq  (m/day) nS (%) wBoN (× 10-3) 
0.9 7 ~ 20 1.55 ~ 0.85 
1.7 2 ~ 24 1.91 ~ 0.68 
3.6 2 ~ 23 1.91 ~ 0.74 
5.6 2 ~ 20 1.90 ~ 0.85 
 
As shown in Table 3.2, the value of wBoN  varies from 0.85 × 10
-4
 to 1.55 × 10-3  in 
the range of 2 ~ 24 % of TCE saturation. However, at the given value of wBoN , blob 
mobilization is not expected to occur.  
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Figure 3.2 Change in TCE saturation nS  with respect to Bond number 
w
BoN . 
 
Figure 3.2 illustrates that TCE saturation nS  decreases with increasing the Bond 
number, wBoN , suggesting that 
w
BoN  could be a good sign for NAPL blob dissolution or 
mobilization. During a decrease in nS , if 
w
BoN  is below 10
-3
, blob dissolution occurs 
whereas wBoN  is over 10
-3
, blob mobilization occurs. Also, it could be expected that wBoN  
is not affected by specific discharges of the water phase, wq . 
3.2.2. Capillary Number for Water Phase 
The Capillary number for the water phase wCaN  signifies the ratio of a push force 
to a capillary retention force on a NAPL blob. Generally, for a NAPL singlet 
mobilization, wCaN  should be greater than 10
-3
 (Morrow and Chatzis 1982; Payatakes 
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1982). However, Gioia et al. (2003) suggested that during water flooding, the trapped 
droplets were displaced at 10-6 ~ 10-5 of wCaN  regardless of the droplet size. In Table 3.3, 
w
CaN  values calculated in our work belong to the value of the droplet mobilization 
proposed by Gioia et al. (2003) but blobs are still trapped. In this study, wCaN  should be 
over 10-3 for blob mobilization since the blob is assumed to be a singlet. 
 
Table 3.3 Values of capillary number wCaN  and TCE saturation nS . 
wq  (m/day) nS (%) wCaN  (× 10-6) 
0.9 7 ~ 20 2.3 ~ 1.3 
1.7 2 ~ 24 6.7 ~ 2.4 
3.6 2 ~ 23 12.9 ~ 5.0 
5.6 2 ~ 20 14.5 ~ 6.5 
 
Figure 3.3 shows that nS  decreases with increasing 
w
CaN , and 
w
CaN  is strongly 
dependent on wq  unlike 
w
BoN . As wq increases, 
w
CaN  increases, causing a decrease in nS . 
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Figure 3.3 Change in TCE saturation nS  with respect to Capillary number 
w
CaN . 
 
3.3 Development of a Correlation Model 
To predict residual saturation of NAPL blobs spreading over a large region, 
correlation models which describe relationships between NAPL saturation and 
dimensionless numbers should be used. Residual saturation has been predicted in terms 
of wCaN , 
w
BoN  or the sum of the two dimensionless numbers (Morrow and Songkran 1981; 
Chatzis et al. 1983; Pennell et al. 1996; Dawson and Roberts 1997; Padgett and Hayden 
1999; Fu and Imhoff 2002; Childs et al. 2004). Study on the relationship between 
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dimensionless numbers and residual saturation would provide a better understanding in 
order to evaluate an uncertain area contaminated by NAPL blobs, choose adaptable 
remediation technologies, and perform further risk assessment (Chevalier 2006). 
Therefore, a model being able to describe a correlated relation of residual saturation and 
dimensionless numbers would be an important and convenient tool to describe the flow 
of residual NAPL in a contaminated area.  
In this study, residual NAPL saturation is correlated to a Trapping number. We 
found that previous correlation models follow the van Genuchten or Corey types 
(Delshad 1990; Delshad et al. 1996; Saripalli et al. 1997; White and Oostrom 1998; Pope 
et al. 2000; Chevalier and Fonte 2000; Childs et al. 2004; Bang et al. 2006; Chevalier 
2006). The types are represented by two nonlinear methods such as exponential decay 
(single, 3 parameters) and standard curves (four parameter logistic curve) (Sigma-Plot). 
The previous correlation models are shown in Table 3.4. More details are explained in 
previous studies (Delshad 1990; Delshad et al. 1996; Saripalli et al. 1997; White and 
Oostrom 1998; Pope et al. 2000; Chevalier and Fonte 2000; Childs et al. 2004; Bang et 
al. 2006; Chevalier 2006). 
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Table 3.4 Correlation models.  
Where 21 ( )0.001412T Ca Bo RN N N= + ; 
2 2
2 ( )T Ca Bo kN N N= +  (if horizontal flow)
 NAPL Saturation-Trapping number Fluids Porous Media 
White and 
Oostrom (1998) 
max
0max min  ,
1 ( )
T
rn N
rn n c
T T
S
S S
N N
=
 
 
=
 +
 
 
PCE/surfactant solution  
(Pennell et al. 1996) 
Soil columns 
Saripalli et al. (1997) [ ]0.5 1 ( ln ) / )n ni TS S erf N y z= + − −
 
n-decane/surfactant/cosolvent 
solution 
Glass beads 
columns 
Delshad (1990);  
Delshad et al. (1996);  
Pope et al. (2000);  
Bang et al. (2006) 
  
min ,  +
1 ( )
rn rn
rn n rn
n T
low S high SS S high S
T N
 −
=  
+ 
 
Gas/condensate/water 
PCE/surfactant/solution 
(Pennell et al. 1996) 
Rock type 
Childs et al. (2004) 
3.22.6
50.02 0.22 1 4.85 10
T
n
NS
−
−
  
= + +  ×   
 
PCE/surfactant solution 
Dover soil 
column 
Chevalier and Fonte (2000) 0.112 0.107 0.14213.71rn u c TS C C N− −=
 
Soltrol/water 
Glass/complex 
soil columns 
Chevalier (2006) 
2 2
1 11.63 0.42 0.01 0.6 12.81rn u T u TS C N C N= − + − +
0.13 0.1 0.14
13.61rn u c TS C C N
− −
=
 
0.2 0.12 0.14
23.98rn u c TS C C N
− −
=
 
Same as above 
Complex soil 
columns 
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In our work, a correlation model describing the relation of TCE saturation and 
the modified Trapping number is fit into the values calculated from the expression for 
w
TN  and it follows a standard regression curve, as shown in Fig 3.4. The result shows 
that our correlation model follows the Corey type and the model can be expressed as 
follows.  
               ( )
max min
min
1
o o
o o
w
T
S SS S
N
δβ
−
= +
+
     (3.4) 
Equation (3.4) is similar to the models proposed by White and Oostrom (1998), 
Pope et al. (2000), and Bang et al. (2006). In Equation (3.4), the minimum values of 
NAPL saturation minoS  are 0.73, 1.89, 1.55, and 1.16 for 0.8, 1.7, 3.6, and 5.6 m/day of 
wq , respectively. The maximum values of NAPL saturation 
max
oS are 25.2, 25.9, 25.5, 
and 25.2 at the same values of wq . The empirical constant β  is 0.0165, 0.0151, 0.0155, 
and 0.0162 and the values of δ  is 1.5 over the entire ranges of wq . As a result, the value 
of wTN  is 7.2 × 10
-3
 < wTN  < 3.7 × 10
-2
. Its value is nearly two or three orders of 
magnitude greater than previous values. The reason is found in the studies of Lenormand 
and Zarcone (1988) and Saripalli et al. (1997). According to their explanation, the wTN  
would be different since wTN  value depends on the types of porous media and the NAPL 
blobs, for example, glass beads, sandstone, micromodel, or rock types have different wTN  
values. Furthermore, NAPL singlet, doublet or complex blobs would be displaced by 
different wTN  values. 
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Figure 3.4 Representation of TCE saturation nS  as a function of modified Trapping 
number wTN , which is fitted by a correlation model in Equation (3.4). 
 
3.4 Quantification of Critical Conditions of Blob Mobilization 
3.4.1 Prediction of Blob Mobilization 
As the sum of three dimensionless numbers or at least one of a dimensionless 
numbers in the RHS of Equation (3.2) exceeds wTN , blob mobilization can be expected to 
occur. For a NAPL singlet mobilization from entrapment, specifically, a critical specific 
discharge of the water phase cwq  of 7.4 × 10
4
 m/day is necessary. The value is obtained 
by using Equation (3.1) in which the maximum value of wTN  is 4.94 ×10-2, as shown in 
Figure 3.1. The result shows that as blob size gets smaller, it is more difficult to observe 
blob mobilization. Therefore, for mobilization, small blobs require a higher flow 
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velocity of the water phase than do large blobs. It also follows a general theory that the 
value of wCaN  is higher for a NAPL singlet mobilization than that of residual NAPL 
mobilization. Furthermore, wTN  or the sum of the dimensionless numbers represented in 
Equation (3.1) would be higher than previous values being able to quantify residual 
NAPL mobilization. In other words, the dimensionless numbers should be higher for the 
flow of a NAPL blob trapped at a pore throat than a large NAPL blob extending through 
two or more pore throats. Accordingly, they should have a greater value at a pore-scale 
than at a micro-scale, in order to drive blob mobilization. However, increase in wq  for 
blob mobilization may be impractical and inefficient to remove NAPL blobs trapped 
within a porous medium.  
3.4.2 Critical Capillary Number for Blob Mobilization 
With the value of cwq  using Equation (3.1), the critical Capillary number for the 
water phase, ,w cCaN , is obtained, as shown in Figure 3.5. It compares between the general 
w
CaN  and the critical Capillary number 
,w c
CaN . The critical Capillary number 
,w c
CaN  in 
Figure 3.5 would be expressed in terms of a critical velocity of the water phase, cwu , as 
follows. 
                
,
cos
c
w c w w
Ca
ow ow
u
N
µ
σ θ
=      (3.5) 
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Figure 3.5 Variation of TCE saturation nS  over the Capillary number 
w
CaN  as affected by 
the Capillary number ,w cCaN .  
 
Figure 3.5 plots variation of nS  values between 
w
CaN  and 
,w c
CaN . As the value of 
,w c
CaN  is 8.96 × 10
-2 
~ 2.32 × 10-1, blob mobilization can occur. It also demonstrates that 
nS  decreases even though 
w
CaN  is lower than 
,w c
CaN . As mentioned earlier, reduction of 
nS  occurred not because of blob mobilization but because of its dissolution. Generally, 
w
CaN  would explain blob mobilization but would not identify two removal mechanisms 
(dissolution and mobilization) of NAPL blobs. However, from this study, the 
mechanisms would be recognized by comparing wCaN  and 
,w c
CaN . If 
w
CaN  < 
,w c
CaN  and nS  
decreases, blob dissolution would be expected whereas blob mobilization would be 
expected at wCaN  > 
,w c
CaN . From the evaluation, it is known that an understanding of the 
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relationship between wCaN  and nS  would be important in identifying the mechanism of 
mobilization and/or dissolution during the removal of the trapped NAPL blobs. 
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CHAPTER IV 
MECHANISMS OF NAPL BLOB DISPLACEMENT  
BY DISCRETE FOAM BUBBLE FLOW  
 
4.1. Overview 
In the previous chapters, the forces exerted on NAPL blobs displaced by 
waterflood were investigated and the displacement efficiency of the blobs was evaluated. 
Despite water flooding, most of the NAPL blobs were still trapped and they are rarely 
displaced. Complete displacement of NAPL blobs requires raising the driving (push and 
buoyant) forces or lowering a capillary tension force by several orders of magnitude. 
Practically, the addition of a surfactant solution to soil pores trapping NAPL blobs 
decreases the capillary tension force by lowering the interfacial tension between the 
surfactant solution and NAPL blobs. However, surfactant flushing is considered an 
inefficient method because it induces NAPL blobs to move downward and to enlarge the 
area contaminated with NAPL. As an alternative operation to displace NAPL blobs 
upward, steam or gas flooding can be suggested. However, these operations also have 
problems such as viscous fingering, gravity override, or low contact to residual NAPL-
contaminated areas due to the low viscosity and the low density of the gases (Schramm 
and Novosad 1990; Yan et al. 2006). Recently, as an alternative technology, surfactant 
foam flooding or surfactant-alternating gas injection is utilized to drive the transport of 
NAPL blobs upward resulting in higher displacement efficiency (Chu 1996; Jeong and 
Corapcioglu 2003). During the injection of surfactant foam, NAPL blobs are displaced 
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by discrete air bubbles dispersed in the surfactant solution (Chu 1996). To displace 
NAPL blobs more effectively, unstable foam would be strongly recommended than a 
stable foam because the unstable foam simultaneously transports two immiscible phases 
(discrete air bubbles and continuous liquid phase) by rupture and/or coalescence 
processes (Hahn 1985; Owete and Brigham 1987).  
In this study, blob mobilization by unstable surfactant foam is investigated. Our 
main concern is the interaction between surfactant foam and NAPL blobs in a porous 
medium. Because the interaction between the phases is somewhat complex in a porous 
medium and the application of the foam used in oil reservoir is limited to studies of foam 
flow displacing NAPL blobs (Dalland et al 1994; Sagar and Castainer 1997). 
Additionally, studies of surfactant foam flow behavior have been focused only on its 
phenomenological configurations in porous media contaminated by residual NAPL. 
Even though some technical papers have successfully discussed the role of foam on 
residual NAPL, they are inadequate to develop a quantitative relationship between two 
immiscible phases with use of unstable foam on NAPL blobs (Llave et al. 1990). 
Therefore, to predict NAPL blobs displacement by surfactant foam in porous media, a 
mathematical model quantifying the interaction of two immiscible phases of surfactant 
foam - NAPL blobs at pore-scale is necessarily required. In addition to the work, 
development of a conceptual model is essential to determine the motion of NAPL blobs 
displaced by surfactant foam.  
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4.2 Configuration of Discrete Foam Bubble–NAPL Blob Displacement  
As discussed above, surfactant foam would disperse into discrete foam bubbles 
(air bubbles) and foaming solution (surfactant solution) in porous media. After breakage 
of a liquid film (called lamellae) connecting two air bubbles, the air bubbles more freely 
flow through pore throats than foam flow. Then, as the free bubbles confront to NAPL 
blobs trapped within water-wet pores, the bubbles push the blobs, causing blob 
displacement. Otherwise, the blobs would spread at the interface of the air bubbles and 
the surfactant solution. Then, they would create NAPL films surrounding the bubbles 
and NAPL film displacement would occur. When air bubbles, blobs, and surfactant 
solution are present together in soil pores, their ideological configurations may be 
similar to pore-scale displacement mechanisms occurring among three immiscible fluids 
(gas, oil and liquid). For that reason, the flow configurations of the gas-oil-liquid phases 
are discussed here in detail, based on pore-scale displacement processes studied by 
previous chapter. 
4.2.1 Negative vs. Positive Spreading Mechanisms 
To elucidate configured fluid distributions among three immiscible phases 
(NAPL blobs, air bubbles, and surfactant solution), a spreading coefficient, aowS , is 
considered as (Oren and Pinczewki 1992; Oren et al. 1994; Pereira et al. 1996), 
                                    aow aw ao woS σ σ σ= − −   Equation Section 4(4.1) 
where aowS  is the spreading coefficient; the subscripts a, w, and o denote an air bubble, 
surfactant solution instead of the water phase used in the Chapter II and III, and a NAPL 
blob, respectively; awσ  [M T-2], aoσ  [M T-2] and woσ  [M T-2] are the interfacial tensions 
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between a bubble and a surfactant solution, between a bubble and a blob, and between a 
blob and a surfactant solution, respectively. Spreading coefficient aowS  shows the 
possibility of NAPL blobs spreading between two displacing phases (air bubbles and 
surfactant solution). If aowS has a positive sign (called a positive spreading equilibrium 
coefficient, 0aowS > ), we expect that a NAPL blob will spread between the two 
displacing phases (Oren et al. 1994; Keller et al. 1997). In other words, it could be 
supposed that a NAPL blob continuously spreads between the two immiscible phases in 
which there may be a NAPL film surrounding a bubble. If the system has a negative 
spreading coefficient (called a negative spreading equilibrium coefficient, 0aowS < ), 
there is no spreading NAPL blob or a NAPL film occluding an air bubble. (Oren et al. 
1994; Keller et al. 1997) 
Next, we see how a blob would flow in two different spreading systems. If there 
is a positive spreading system, a spreading NAPL blob may partially or entirely engulf a 
free bubble (Oren et al. 1994; Keller et al. 1997). In the case of partial engulfment, there 
are three contact lines among a spreading blob, an air bubble and a surfactant solution. 
However, the spreading blob may attempt to completely surround the bubble. For entire 
engulfment, a NAPL film is formed and it completely surrounds a mobile bubble. Thus, 
the bubble is separated from the surfactant solution due to a NAPL film and there are 
two contact lines between a bubble and a NAPL film, and between NAPL film and  
surfactant solutions. The NAPL film would be transported by a mobile bubble and be 
smaller in size due to bubble breakage. For a negative spreading system, consider that a 
mobile air bubble invades a pore throat capturing a non-spreading blob. The mobile 
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bubble meets the front of the blob and pushes it, causing blob displacement (Oren et al. 
1994; Keller et al. 1997). It is called the first displacement (Oren et al. 1994; Keller et al. 
1997). Surfactant solution surrounding surfaces of solid pores flows very slowly or 
stagnantly. Therefore, the front of the blob displaced by the mobile bubble faces the 
surfactant solution and may push it, resulting in the second displacement. More details 
for the first and the second displacement of the NAPL blob are discussed in the next 
section. 
4.2.2. Double Drainage vs. Direct Drainage Systems 
To understand two or three immiscible phases flowing through a porous medium, 
a term of wettability is employed. As a liquid phase (water, surfactant solution or co-
solvent) invades a non-wetting phase remaining within soil pores (oil - wet or gas wet - 
medium), the mechanism of imbibition occurs. While a gas phase enters into a liquid (oil 
or water) - wet medium, a drainage mechanism is anticipated in the system. If oil, gas, 
and liquid phases are simultaneously present in a porous medium, the liquid phase 
imbibes and the gas phase drains into the oil-wet medium. Because the gas phase is a 
non-wetting phase and the liquid phase is a wetting phase against the oil as an 
intermediate-wetting phase. Therefore, several displacement sequences may occur such 
as double drainage, drainage-imbibition, imbibition-drainage, or double imbibition 
among a three-immiscible phase flow (Suicmez et al. 2006). In this study, we suppose 
that discrete foam bubbles drains into NAPL blobs entrapped in soil pores saturated with 
surfactant solution, resulting in two different drainage types such as double and direct 
drainage. If a mobile bubble directly contacts and pushes a NAPL blob, a first drainage 
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occurs as a direct drainage. After that, the displaced blobs would push surfactant solution 
present to the rear of the NAPL blob, causing the second drainage. This sequence is 
called the double drainage system (Oren et al. 1994).  
 
4.3 Mechanistic Force Balance Approach 
4.3.1 Equilibrium Forces  
Equilibrium force among three immiscible phases (air bubble, surfactant solution, 
NAPL blob) depends on capillary pressures based on a spreading coefficient. Suppose 
that there is a double drainage system with a negative spreading coefficient. Under this 
assumption, a capillary pressure is expressed by (Øren and Pinczewski 1992; Øren et al. 
1994),  
                                  
 1 2 cos   cosc ao ao c wo wo cP R Rσ θ σ θ= +     (4.2) 
where 1cR  [L-1] and 2cR  [L-1] denote the threshold curvatures at the interfaces of air 
bubble-NAPL blob and water-NAPL blob, respectively. They can also be expressed in 
terms of pore sizes using the Laplace’s equation. 
, , 
1
cos cos
2  ao f ao bc
n p
R
R R
θ θ 
= −  
 
 and 
                                      
, , 
2
cos cos
2 wo f wo bc
n p
R
R R
θ θ 
= −  
 
    (4.3) 
where the subscript f and b denote the front and the rear sides, respectively; aoθ  [M T-2] 
and woθ  [M T-2], are the contact angles of an air bubble and a NAPL blob, respectively. 
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For simplification, the contact angles of the front 
, ao fθ  and the rear ends , ao bθ  of an air 
bubble are assumed to be similar. If this assumption is applied to the NAPL blob, 
Equation (4.3) can be rewritten as, 
                                      
cos cos
  2 2ao woc ao wo
n n
P
R R
θ θ
σ σ
   
= +   
   
   (4.4) 
In Equation (4.4), a hypothesis of which an air bubble and a blob are trapped by 
pore constrictions, an equilibrium force could simply be represented by multiplying the 
surface area of a pore throat by Equation (4.4).  
                                      
awo
CF = 2 ( cos  + cos )n ao ao wo woRpi σ θ σ θ    (4.5) 
Equation (4.5) can also account for describing the double drainage displacement 
between foam and a non-spreading blob, which corresponds to studies of Øren and 
Pinczewski (1994).  
 
 
Figure 4.1 Interfacial tensions among three immiscible phases (an air bubble, NAPL lens, 
and surfactant solution. 
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Figure 4.1 depicts the relationships among three immiscible phases. The 
equilibrium condition among three immiscible phases would be represented by the 
relationship between the three immiscible phases as (Bear 1972), 
                                     cos  cos cosao ao wo wo aw awσ θ σ θ σ θ= +    (4.6) 
More detail in Equation (4.6) is provided by Bear (1972).  
For a direct drainage system with a negative spreading coefficient, a capillary 
pressure is signified by Øren et al. (1994), 
                                                  
2cos ao
c ao
n
P
R
θ
σ=      (4.7) 
If an air bubble directly pushes a NAPL blob from a pore throat to an adjacent 
pore throat and there is no second drainage, an equilibrium force would be obtained in a 
similar way as in Equation (4.5) 
                                                 2 cosaoC n ao aoF Rpi σ θ=      (4.8) 
If there is a double drainage system with a positive spreading coefficient, it 
would be more complex and difficult to express an equilibrium force.  
For the system, Øren et al. (1994) attempted to express a capillary pressure as, 
                                 
 1 2 cos   cosc ao ao c wo wo cP R R P nσ θ σ θ= + + ∆ ⋅   (4.9) 
where  P∆ is the viscous pressure drop describing NAPL film flow and n  is the number 
of pores connecting the first drainage and the second drainage.  
By the viscous pressure drop defined by Øren et al. (1994), Equation (4.9) would 
be rewritten for an equilibrium force.  
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awo
CF  = 2 ( cos  + cos ) o ofn ao ao wo wo of
u
R nf V
k
µ
pi σ θ σ θ +
   (4.10) 
where f  is the flow resistance factor; ofu [L T-1] is the NAPL film velocity; ofV  [L3] is 
the equivalent volume of the NAPL film. 
For a direct drainage system with a positive spreading coefficient, a capillary 
pressure is represented as, based on the theory proposed by Øren et al. (1994) 
                                  ( )
 2 cos + cosc ao ao wo wo cP Rσ θ σ θ=     (4.11) 
Using Equation (4.11), an equilibrium force for explaining a direct drainage 
system could be obtained. It could be expressed as the same as the force in Equation 
(4.5). From the process above, it is supposed that a double drainage system with a 
negative spreading coefficient and a direct drainage system with a positive spreading 
coefficient have the same expression for their equilibrium forces. However, the 
expression is limited in describing homogeneous and regular solid packing layers. 
4.3.2 Buoyant Forces  
As discrete foam bubbles and surfactant solution are injected into pores trapping 
NAPL blobs, a non-spreading NAPL blob is surrounded by surfactant solution as a 
continuous phase. As a blob is removed, the pore occupied with the blob would be filled 
with the surfactant solution. While a blob is vertically displaced by a surfactant solution 
flowing through a pore, a net upward force on the blob, woBF , can be represented by,  
                                      ( ) sinwoB w o oF g Vρ ρ α= −      (4.12) 
In the case of a spreading NAPL film, it would partially or completely engulf an 
air bubble in the surfactant solution. Thus, the NAPL film and the bubble could be 
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regarded as an object. However, the net upward forces on the NAPL film, woBF , and the 
air bubble, awBF , occluded by the surfactant solution would differently represented as,  
                 ( ) sin  ( ) sinawo aw woB B B w a aw w o woF F F g V g Vρ ρ α ρ ρ α= + = − + −  (4.13) 
Where the volume of an engulfed air bubble, awV  [L3], and a spreading blob, woV  [L3], at 
three contact lines among three immiscible phases could be calculated by the methods 
suggested by Johnson and Sadhal (1985), Torza and Mason (1970), Bloom and Heindel 
(1997), and Hey and Kingston (2006). Equation (4.12) means that a discrete bubble and 
a non-spreading blob in flowing surfactant solution are at separation and have no contact 
line between them. It would be employed for a negative spreading system. Contrary to 
Equation (4.12), Equation (4.13) describes a positive spreading system.  
4.3.3 Driving and Retaining Forces   
To investigate a driving and retaining force acting on a trapped NAPL blob, 
some assumptions are suggested as follows. 
(1) During surfactant foam flooding, air bubbles behave as a bubbly flow in a 
porous medium.  
(2) A discrete or isolated foam bubble rather than a surfactant solution pushes 
a NAPL blob since the flow rate of a surfactant solution is, generally, far slower than 
that of discrete bubbles in the process of surfactant foam injection (Chu 1996). 
(3) A direct and a double drainage system occur when pressure in the 
surfactant solution between an air bubble and a blob is too low to be present in the two 
immiscible phases (air bubble and NAPL blob). 
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Based on the assumptions above, recall Equations (2.14) and (2.15). They 
describe a push and a drag force acting on a NAPL blob. On the basis of the equations, 
forces acting on a NAPL blob in three-immiscible phase flow would be derived as,  
3 4 5
   
        =
awo o wo ao
D D D D
p o a p o p a
w o w a o a
o o ao o
o o o
ro rwo rao
F F F F
V V V V V V V
u u u u
V V Vu
A V A V A V
kk kk kk
µ µ
µ
= + +
− − − −   
− −   
   
− − −
           (4.14) 
where oDF  is the drag force acting on a blob; 
wo
DF and 
ao
DF  indicate the momentum-flux 
force acting on a blob with a surfactant solution and with an air bubble, respectively. 
Again, woDF  and 
ao
DF  simultaneously consider an attractive and a repulsive force on a 
NAPL blob with a surfactant solution and an air bubble, respectively. They also indicate 
frictions occurring on a NAPL blob surface; A3, A4 and A5 are the correction factors. In 
our definition, they may be the friction coefficients, which would be controlled by the 
operators or users on a per-NAPL blob basis; 
rwok  and raok  are the cross permeability 
between a surfactant solution and NAPL, and between air bubbles and NAPL, 
respectively. However, we assume 
rwok  and raok  are equal to relative permeabilities to 
surfactant solution 
rwk  and air bubbles rak , respectively, for quantifying NAPL blob 
displacement. In Equation (4.14), the other parameters were explained in Chapters II and 
III. To obtain Equation (4.14), a liquid-gas interfacial drag model (Tung and Dhir 1988) 
and Darcy’s law expressing a relationship among flux, pressure gradient and body force 
(Brutsaert and El-Kadi 1984) were employed. 
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4.3.4 Total Force Balance Acting on a NAPL Blob 
In Section 4.2, each force acting on a NAPL blob during the injection of air 
bubbles and a surfactant solution was investigated, based on displacement configurations 
occurring among three immiscible phases. In the present text, the forces are balanced 
under the some assumptions below. 
(1) NAPL blobs may or may not spread between air bubbles and a surfactant 
solution however there are no NAPL films completely engulfing or surrounding air 
bubbles. 
(2) Air bubbles rather than a surfactant solution displace trapped NAPL blobs 
and the displaced NAPL blobs may push the surfactant solution, causing second 
drainage.  
(3) In the system, a double and a direct drainage mechanism occur with a 
negative and a positive spreading system, respectively.  
With the assumptions above and adding up Equations (4.5), (4.12), and (4.14), a 
force balance exerting on a NAPL blob is obtained as 
                                             
total wo awo awo
B C DF F F F= − −     (4.15) 
Herein, we assume that the NAPL blob has no mass. By the consequence of the 
assumption, the sum of the forces acting on the NAPL blob has to be 0, that is,  
                                                         0totalF =      (4.16) 
By employing Equations (4.15) and (4.16), finally, the forces are rewritten as, 
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4.4 Effect of Parameters on Flow Velocity of a NAPL Blob 
4.4.1 Velocity of a NAPL Blob 
Employing Equation (4.17), an expression for a blob velocity is given by, 
( )( )
( ) ( )
4 5
3 4 5
sin 2 ( cos cos )
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           (4.18) 
where 4A ′ and 5A ′ are the correction factors and they are made outside the two brackets 
of the two and the third terms in the LHS of Equation (4.17).  
Before a blob velocity is computed, some assumptions are recommended. 
(1) An air bubble and a blob are spherical objects in shape. 
(2) For all NAPL types, injected bubble size and the interfacial tension 
between NAPL and air bubbles are given under the same condition since the values are 
similar in the experiment. However, if the concentration of a surfactant solution or the 
temperature is changed, the interfacial tension will be greatly different.  
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(3) Velocities of a surfactant solution and air bubbles are constant at steady-
state. 
(4) Air bubbles and a surfactant solution concurrently flow upward. 
To investigate the flow behaviors of NAPL blobs during surfactant foam 
operation, some data are employed from the micromodel experiment conducted by Jeong 
et al. (1999) (Table 4.1). 
 
Table 4.1 Properties of a micromodel used as a porous medium.  
 k (cm2) × 10-7 pV (cm3)  × 10-5 n  nR (cm) × 10-3 
Micromodel 1.70 8.70 0.27 3.31 
 
To compare DNAPL and LNAPL blob velocities, properties of three different 
DNAPL types and two different LNAPL types are chosen, as shown in Table 4.2. With 
the data shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, blob velocities could be calculated using Equation 
(4.18). Herein, it is assumed that the interfacial tension between air (nitrogen) and all 
NAPLs is the same. Flow velocities of an air bubble and a surfactant solution are fixed at  
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Table 4.2 Physical and chemical properties of NAPL and two displacing phases. 
 Density 
 
(g/cm3) 
Viscosity 
 
(cp) 
Interfacial 
tension 
(NAPL-SOS) 
(dyne/cm) 
Interfacial tension 
(NAPL-Nitrogen) 
(dyne/cm) 
NAPL types 
 
DNAPL; 
TCE 
Bromobenzene 
4-Chlorotoluene 
 
LNAPL; 
Dodecane 
Soltrol-130 
 
 
 
1.47 
1.50 
1.07 
 
 
0.75 
0.75 
 
 
 
0.59 
1.05 
0.89 
 
 
1.51 
1.42 
 
 
 
4.91 
3.72 
4.12 
 
 
4.62 
4.02 
 
 
 
26.01 
Fluids 
 
Gas (nitrogen) 
 
Liquid-surfactant 
solution (SOS; 
Bioterge 2% AS-40 
as anionic) 
 
 
0.0012 
 
1.062 
 
 
0.0179 
 
1.029 
Surface tension 
(dyne/cm) 
 
 
34.5 
 
By Jeong et al. (1999)1; Chu et al. (1997)2 
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Figure 4.2 Change in NAPL blob velocities as a function of NAPL blob radius in a 
micromodel; (a) with relative motions and (b) without relative motions between a NAPL 
blob - a surfactant solution and a NAPL blob - an air bubble. 
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4 and 0.094 cm/sec, respectively and the air bubble size is 12 mm (Jeong 1999). For 
investigating effect of relative motion on a blob velocity, relative permeabilities to 
NAPL blobs, air bubbles and a surfactant solution are fixed at 0.35, 0.48, and 0.16, 
respectively since relative permeability affects to the relative motion between NAPL 
blobs and displacing phases. 
Figure 4.2 shows that the calculated velocities of the NAPL blobs increase with 
increasing a NAPL blob size. In the figure, the velocities are also compared (a) with and 
(b) without relative motions between NAPL blobs and two displacing phases (surfactant 
solution and air bubbles). In the result, it is proved that NAPL blobs flow faster in the 
absence of relative motions than in the presence of relative motions, which indicate 
NAPL blobs resisted by a surfactant solution and air bubbles. The result also illustrates 
that three different DNAPL (TCE, 4-chlorobenzen and bromobenzene) blobs flow faster 
than two LNAPL (dodecane and soltrl-130) blobs. The reason is that the viscosity of 
DNAPL is relatively very low compared to that of two displacing phases (air bubble and 
surfactant solution).  
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4.4.2 Velocity of Displacing Phases 
To observe the effect of the velocities of the surfactant solution and the air 
bubbles on NAPL blobs, we assume three different conditions with relative permeability. 
(1) Constant relative permeability 
During the injection of bubbles and a surfactant solution used as displacing 
phases, entrapped NAPL blobs may still remained or be mobilized. To consider the 
effect of bubbles and a surfactant solution on NAPL blob motion, velocities of the 
displacing fluids are studied. Based on the data provided by Jeong and Corapcioglu 
(2003), NAPL blob motion is scrutinized (Table 4.3). 
 
Table 4.3 Mobilization experimental conditions.  
wu   
(cm/sec)  
au   
(cm/sec)  
rwk  rak  rok  
4.00 0.165 0.485 0.350 
9.20 0.276 0.566 0.158 
15.71 0.194 0.709 0.097 
19.90 0.161 0.814 0.025 
0.094 
22.34 0.248 0.746 0.006 
 
In Table 4.3, velocity of a surfactant solution, uw, is fixed at 0.094 cm/sec. rwk , 
rak  and rok  are fixed at 0.165, 0.485, and 0.350, respectively. Herein, the value of rok  
shown in Table 4.3 is obtained by the relationship among relative permeabilities of three 
phases.  
                                         1
ro rw rak k k= − −      (4.19) 
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Figure 4.3 DNAPL blob motion under constant relative permeabilities to NAPL blobs, a 
surfactant solution, and bubbles; (a) TCE, (b) bromobenzene, and (c) 4-chlorotoluene. 
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Figure 4.4 LNAPL blob motion under constant relative permeabilities to NAPL blobs, a 
surfactant solution, and bubbles; (a) dodecane and (b) soltrol-130. 
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Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show that DNAPL and LNAPL blobs follow the same 
tendency. DNAPL (TCE, bromobenzene, and 4-chlorobenzene) blob and LNAPL 
(dodecane and soltrol-130) blob velocities increase as blob size increases. In the Figures 
above, it is also illustrated that a blob velocity increases as an air bubble velocity 
increases relative to a surfactant solution velocity. For comparison of all NAPL types, a 
DNAPL blob velocity is greater than that of a LNAPL blob and specifically, a TCE blob 
tends to flow much faster than the others.  
(2) Change in relative permeabilities to NAPL blobs and air bubbles 
Next, wu and rwk  are still fixed at 0.096
 and 0.165, respectively and 
rak  and rok  
are changed. Herein, we assume that relative permeability to water 
rwk  is almost 
constant. According to Kalaydjian et al. (1993), saturation of a liquid phase is always 
less than 20 % regardless of a positive or a negative spreading coefficient among three 
immiscible phases. In their experimental results describing relative permeabilities to 
three immiscible phases, it is inferred that the value of 
rwk  is not greatly changed in the 
displacement mechanism.  
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Figure 4.5 Velocities of (a) a TCE blob (DNAPL type) and (b) a dodecane blob (LNAPL 
type) under constant relative permeability to a surfactant solution. 
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In a free gas phase, 
rak  is higher for a positive spreading condition than for a 
negative one, and for saturation of a trapped gas phase, it has 25 % and 9 % for a 
positive and a negative spreading condition, respectively (Kalaydjian et al. 1993). From 
their studies, it is also known that relative permeabilities may be affected by spreading 
conditions.  
In Figure 4.5, TCE and dodecane are chosen as a typical DNAPL type and as a 
typical LNAPL type, respectively. They have the same tendency and a blob velocity 
increases with increasing a blob size, regardless of NAPL types. Additionally, for 
comparison of NAPL types, a TCE blob velocity is greater than that of dodecane blob.  
(3) Influence of relative permeabilities to three immiscible phases 
By considering relative permeabilities to three immiscible phases, each blob 
velocity is calculated as shown in Figure 4.6. It is similar to the result shown in Figure 
4.5. As a NAPL blob gets bigger, the blob flows faster through pores. The magnitude of 
blob velocities is not greatly different between the results shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.  
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Figure 4.6 Velocities of (a) a TCE blob and (b) a dodecane blob under different relative 
permeabilities of three immiscible phases (NAPL, a surfactant solution, and air bubbles). 
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4.4.3. Viscosity of a Gas Phase 
To investigate the effect of an apparent gas viscosity on NAPL blob motion, 
some data are obtained in the pack 3 experiment conducted by Falls et al. (1989). At the 
given condition, intrinsic permeability is 8.83 × 10-7 cm2 and air bubble size is fixed at 
0.054 cm. Apparent gas viscosities with changes in gas velocities and liquid velocities 
are given in Figure 4.7. It shows that as apparent gas viscosity decreases, gas velocity 
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Figure 4.7 Effect of apparent gas viscosity on gas velocity and liquid velocity (adapted 
from Falls et al. 1989). 
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increases and liquid velocity is not affected by the apparent gas viscosity. From the 
results above, it may indicate that blob mobilization is expected as apparent gas viscosity 
decreases and gas velocity increases.  
By using the data demonstrated in Figure 4.7, we attempt to compute a NAPL 
blob velocity. At the given data, the DNAPL and LNAPL blob velocities had negative 
values in the range of 0.008 ~ 0.02 cm of a blob size. It may imply that they do not flow 
or move downward through a porous medium. The results are also compared with 
Figures 4.2 ~ 4.6. In the Figures, as the apparent gas viscosity is 0.0179 cp and the gas 
velocity is 4 cm/sec, NAPL blobs were mobilized. From the result, it is clear that for 
NAPL displacement, lower apparent gas viscosity and higher gas velocity are required. 
4.4.4 Surfactant Types 
To observe the effect of the properties (i.e., density, viscosity, surface tension) of 
surfactants on a NAPL blob motion, nonionic, anionic, and amphoteric surfactants are 
selected (Tables 4.4 and 4.5). However, cationic surfactants are not employed for this 
study because they cause strong complexation with soil minerals (Abdul et al. 1990). 
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Table 4.4 Properties of surfactants for TCE. 
Surfactant 
solution 
Composition Type Density 
(g/cm3) 
Viscosity 
(cp, at 20~25   ) 
Initial interfacial 
tension (dyne/cm) 
Tween 80 POE(Polioxyethylen Sorbitan Monooleate) Nonionic 1.06~1.08 1.33 9.2~11.01 
SDS Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Anionic 1.006

0.001 0.96 1.2~4.41 , 4.4±0.52 
SOS Sodium C14-16 olefin sulfonate Anionic 1.62 1.03 4.93 
DOWFAX 8390 Disodium hexadecyldiphenyloxide disulfonate  
+ disodium dihexadecyl–diphenyloxide 
disulfonate 
Anionic 1.164 104 8.5

0.62 
1 Zhong et al., 2003; 2 Boving and Brusseau, (2000); 3 Jeong (1999); and 4 Flick, (1993) 
 
Table 4.5 Properties of surfactants for dodecane. 
Surfactant 
solution 
Composition Type Density 
(g/cm3) 
Viscosity 
(cp, at 20~25   ) 
Initial interfacial 
tension (dyne/cm) 
NaDBS1 Linear alkyl sulfate Anionic 1.006

0.001 0.96 0.09 
SOS2 Sodium C14-16 olefin sulfonate Anionic 1.62 1.03 4.6 
C1215 AE301 Ethoxylated alcohol Nonionic 1.005±0.005 6.5 9.4 
Atlas CD-4133 Dodecyldimethylamine N-oxide Amphoteric 0.806 2.0 2.40 
1
 Schramm and Novosad (1990) and Shcramm et al. (1993); 2 Lobo and Wasan (1993); and 3 Chu et al. (1997) 
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Figure 4.8 Velocities of (a) a TCE blob and (b) a dodecane blob under different 
surfactant types.  
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Figure 4.8 shows that TCE and dodecane blob velocities increase with increasing 
blob radius. In comparison to surfactant types, Figure 4.8 (a) shows that a TCE blob 
flows faster in a surfactant solution including the surfactant DOWFAX 8390 than in the 
other surfactant solutions (Tween 80, SDS, and SOS). The reason is that DOWFAX 
8390 viscosity is greater than the others, regardless of the magnitude of the interfacial 
tensions between TCE and the surfactant solutions. In Figure 4.8 (b), a dodecane blob 
velocity is larger in a C1215 AE 30 solution than the other surfactant (NaDBS, Atlas 
CD-413, and SOS) solutions. The reason is the same as the reason for the TCE blob 
motion. From the two results above, it is proved that in properties of surfactants, 
surfactant viscosity greatly affects blob mobilization. 
 
4.5 Dimensional Analysis  
4.5.1 Modified Trapping Numbers 
From Equation (4.17), we suggest two different expressions for modified 
Trapping numbers in terms of relative permeabilities to a gas phase (air bubble) and a 
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liquid phase (surfactant solution), respectively. 
(1) Modified Trapping number on a gas phase  
Dividing each term by cos cosao ao ow owσ θ σ θ+ and oV  then, multiplying by raokk  
in Equation (4.17), a dimensionless form is obtained as, 
3
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Then, the third and the fifth terms in the LHS of Equation (4.20) are multiplied 
by ratio of phase velocity for dimensionless forms and then Equation (4.20) would be 
rewritten as, 
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After this, Equation (4.21) would be represented by dimensionless numbers as, 
                                    1 2 3
a o w a a
Bo Ca Ca Ca TN C N C N C N N− − − =    (4.22) 
where 1C , 2C , and 3C  are the dimensionless forms and it may be expressed as, 
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( )1 3 rao roC A kk kk= ; ( )( ) ( ) ( )2 4 4w o o w rao rwo rao rwoC A V V u u kk kk A kk kk= − ; and  
( ) ( ) ( )3 5 5a o o a o aC A V V u u A V V′= + . In Equation (4.22), the dimensionless numbers 
developed in our study are shown in Table 4.6. 
(2) Modified Trapping number on a liquid phase  
In the similar way, an expression for a modified Trapping number on a surfactant 
solution is obtained as, 
3
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Equation (4.23) would be rewritten by dimensionless numbers as,  
                                       4 5 6
w o w a w
Bo Ca Ca Ca TN C N C N C N N− − − =    (4.24) 
where the dimensionless numbers are shown in Table 4.6 and three dimensionless forms 
( 4C , 5C , and 6C ) are represented as, ( )4 3 rwo roC A kk kk= ; ( ) ( )5 4 4w o o wC A V V u u A= + ; 
and ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )6 5 5a o o a rwo rao o a rwo raoC A V V u u kk kk A V V kk kk′= − . 
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Table 4.6 Collection of dimensionless numbers. 
Dimensionless 
numbers 
Formulations 
Bond numbers 
For NAPL on air bubbles ,                   sin
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Figure 4.9 Change in TCE saturation at two different modified Trapping numbers on air 
bubbles, aTN , vs. surfactant solutions, 
w
TN . 
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In Figure 4.9, the velocities of an air bubble and a surfactant solution are 4 and 
0.096 cm/sec, respectively. It shows that two modified Trapping numbers for air bubbles, 
a
TN , and a surfactant solution, 
w
TN , have a similar trend. TCE saturation decreases as 
a
TN  and 
w
TN  increase. It corresponds to the results for the modified Trapping number 
discussed in Chapter III.  
4.5.2 Critical Condition for Blob Mobilization 
As discussed in Chapter III, trapped NAPL blobs are mobilized or displaced as 
the sum value of the Capillary number and the Bond number over the value of the 
modified Trapping number. The theoretical concept would also be applied in describing 
blob mobilization during surfactant foam operation. From Equations (4.22) and (4.24), 
the conditions for blob mobilization would be signified as, 
                               1 2 3
a o w a a
Bo Ca Ca Ca TN C N C N C N N− − − ≥     (4.25) 
                               4 5 6
w o w a w
Bo Ca Ca Ca TN C N C N C N N− − − ≥     (4.26) 
As shown in Equations (4.25) and (4.26), the sum of the dimensionless numbers 
in the LHS should exceed the values of the modified Trapping numbers aTN  or 
w
TN , in 
order to determine blob mobilization. They are depicted in Figure 4.10.  
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Figure 4.10 Sum of dimensionless numbers vs. modified Trapping numbers for (a) air 
bubbles and (b) surfactant solutions.  
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Figure 4.10 (a) shows that the sum of the dimensionless numbers in the LHS of 
Equations (4.25) and (4.26) is placed over the aTN  and the TCE saturation continuously 
decreases from 38.88 to 2.8 %. In Figure 4.10 (b), the sum of the dimensionless numbers 
exceeds the wTN  in the range of 38.88 ~ 2.8 % of the TCE saturation, except for around 
8% of TCE saturation. It may imply that at around 8 % of TCE saturation, TCE blobs 
tends to be re-entrapped. In Equations (4.25) and (4.26), two Bond numbers, aBoN , and 
w
BoN  vary from 2.16 × 10
-5
 to 2.10 × 10-5 and from 6.34 × 10-5 to 9.76 × 10-5, 
respectively but their values have a negative sign. The values of oCaN  are 2.88 × 10
-2
 ~ 
4.92 × 10-4 in the range of 38.88 ~ 2.8 % of TCE saturation. wCaN  and 
a
CaN  are 1.64 × 10
-3
 
and 1.22 × 10-3 in the same range of the TCE saturation, respectively. 
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CHAPTER V 
EFFECT OF FOAM BUBBLE-TRAIN ON NAPL BLOB MECHANISTIC 
DURING SURFACTANT FOAM OPERATION 
 
5.1. Theoretical Background 
5.1.1 Foam Structure 
As discussed in Chapter IV, surfactant foam consists of a surfactant solution 
enclosing air bubbles and its structure depends on the surfactant solution content. For 
instance, if air bubbles are separated by a large amount of surfactant solution, it is called 
wet foam and in the case of dry foam, air bubbles are separated by thin films of 
surfactant solution. According to the extent of a surfactant solution, it is known that 
shapes of air bubbles are determined. Generally, in wet foam, air bubbles are spherical 
and in dry foam, they are a polyhedral shape (Breward and Howell 2002).  
5.1.2 Foam Film vs. Pseudoemulsion-film 
If surfactant foam is present in a porous medium without NAPL, a foam film 
(called lamellae) is formed. The film consists of surfactant solution and connects two air 
bubbles. The lamellae thickness typically varies from a few to a number of microns. 
However, if a NAPL blob is present in the lamella, it is called pseudoemulsion-film 
(Manlowe and Radke 1990; Hanssen and Dalland 1990; Aveyard et al. 1993). The film 
bridges a NAPL blob on one side and an air bubble on the other (Manlowe and Radke 
1990; Hanssen and Dalland, 1990). In a surfactant solution present between a NAPL 
blob and an air bubble, surfactant hydrophobic tails start to be solubilized by chemical 
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binding with the NAPL blob, however, they are not dissolved into the air bubbles 
(Hanssen and Dalland 1990). Therefore, a pseudoemulsion-film connecting a dissolved 
NAPL blob and an air bubble may be more unstable than the foam film connecting two 
bubbles (Manlowe and Radke 1990; Hanssen and Dalland 1990).  
5.1.3 Foam Bubble-Train Model 
Another type of surfactant foam flowing through a porous medium is a bubble-
train model. The bubble-train is a prototype of surfactant foam. Where, discrete bubbles 
displaced NAPL blobs trapped within pores and surfactant solutions lowered the 
interfacial tension between the trapped NAPL blobs and the surfactant solutions, 
respectively. Additionally, the flow configuration for the three immiscible fluids (NAPL 
blobs, air bubbles, and surfactant solution) in the bubble-train model was similar to the 
air-water-oil displacement mechanism proposed by Øren et al. (1994) and Keller et al. 
(1997).  
There is a theoretical concept being able to describe foam flow developed by 
Rossen (1988). As surfactant foam is injected into a porous medium, bubble-trains are 
formed and they flow through pore spaces trapping air bubbles (Rossen 1988). In a 
bubble-train, air bubbles would be displaced by lamellae which are formed by a snap-off 
mechanism (Rossen 1988). A bubble-train consists of trains of at least two bubbles 
separated by lamellae flowing concurrently inside soil pores. The size of the air bubbles 
may vary up to several times a pore diameter (Thulasidas et al. 1995), and for foam 
stability, the minimum thickness of lamellae should be greater than 0.005 ~ 0.01 µm 
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(Chu 1997). Generally, lamella in a bubble-train is 5 ~ 50 µm thick (Thulasidas et al. 
1995). 
A bubble-train flow would be comparable to the motion of individual bubbles 
and surfactant solution displacing NAPL blobs. Discrete foam bubbles require more 
pressure to displace NAPL blobs than does a bubble-train since lamellae in a bubble-
train plays a role in reducing the overall capillary resistance. Therefore, displacement of 
a bubble-train requires a minimum pressure gradient. The apparent viscosity of 
individual bubbles is small whereas that of bubble-trains dispersed in foam is greater 
than that of NAPL and water. Thus, the mobility of bubble-trains comes to be very much 
slower than that of individual bubbles (Yan et al. 2006). This means that discrete 
bubbles are more difficult to control than are bubble-trains in a porous medium. Thus, 
the motion of a bubble-train could be a valuable study on blob displacement compared to 
the motion of discrete air bubbles. 
Surfactant foam applied in an oil recovery (EOS) process is more useful than 
other technologies in displacing NAPL blobs, as mentioned in Chapter I. However, 
surfactant foam is limited in NAPL blob displacement since a predictive model being 
able to describe foam-NAPL blob flowing in porous media has not been well organized 
and their flow has not well understood in porous media (Vikingstad et al. 2005). 
Furthermore, study on the interaction between bubble-trains and NAPL blobs could be 
challengeable. However, if the model is developed, it may provide useful and 
quantitative information on the entire phenomena between foam and NAPL blobs in 
porous media. 
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5.2 Descriptive Configurations of Blob Displacement by Foam Bubble-Train 
When surfactant foam is injected into a porous medium to displace trapped 
NAPL blobs, its shapes or displacement configurations may be varied. For identifying its 
flow configuration, a spreading coefficient and an entering coefficient need to be 
discussed. According to Schramm (1994) and Jha et al. (2000), the flow configurations 
of surfactant foam-NAPL blobs would be classified, as shown in Table 5.1. 
 
Table 5.1 Four possible flow configurations of a foam bubble-train and NAPL blobs.  
Spreading coefficient, fS  Entering coefficient, 
fE  Negative (–) Positive (+) 
Negative  
(–) 
Nothing  
 
(Type A) 
Possibility of NAPL films  
(Spreading along pore wall) 
(Type B) 
 
Positive  
(+) 
NAPL lens  
(Drawn up  
through lamellae) 
 
(Type C) 
NAPL films  
(NAPL blob is drawn up and then spread 
as a film along the lamellae surfaces: 
Possibility of lamellae  ruptures 
(Type D) 
 
Two coefficients, a spreading coefficient ( fS ) and an entering coefficient ( fE ), 
could determine descriptive concepts for the complex interactions between foam bubble-
trains and NAPL blobs. The mathematical expressions related to the two coefficients are 
depicted as follows (Schramm et al. 1993; Schramm 1994). 
                                         f f f o oS σ σ σ= − −         Equation Section 5(5.1) 
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                                          2f f foE S σ= +       (5.2) 
where fσ  [M T-2] and oσ  [M T-2] denote the surface tension of surfactant solution in 
lamellae and NAPL, respectively. f oσ  [M T-2] is the interfacial tension between the 
surfactant solution in lamellae and NAPL. If fS  and fE are negative, blobs do not 
spread and move through the lamellae/air bubble interface. At 0fS ≤ , specifically, flow 
configuration is dominated by balance of buoyant and capillary forces acting on the 
NAPL lens (Schramm 1994). However, if the two coefficients are positive, blobs spread 
at the interface after being drawn into the lamellae. If fS  and fE are negative and 
positive, respectively, blobs could move into the lamellae but they could not spread at 
the interface (Schramm et al. 1993). Schramm et al. (1993) also observed foam and oil 
flow behaviors qualitatively and proposed three types (Type B, C, and D). Herein, it is 
known that study of spreading and entering behaviors and the film stability of foam 
bubble-trains are significantly treated with the phase configurations of NAPL blobs and 
foam bubble-trains, in order to discover the complex interactions of NAPL blob-
surfactant foam. Based on the concept of the flow configurations shown in Table 5.1, the 
interactive flow of a foam bubble-train and a NAPL blob is depicted in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagrams for the flow configuration of surfactant foam bubble-
train (in rectangle) and a NAPL blob. 
 
5.3 Mathematical Development 
The fate of a bubble-train flowing through a porous medium needs to be 
mathematically explained in order to investigate the displacement efficiency of the 
bubble-train to displace NAPL blobs. First, a mathematical model for describing the 
foam bubble-train displacement is developed. Second, expressions for the average 
velocities of air bubbles and lamellae in a bubble-train flowing through pore throats are 
developed. 
5.3.1 Movement of Foam Bubble-Train: Drawing-in 
The flow pattern for bubble-trains flowing through soil pores is called drawing-in. 
A bubble-train in a drawing-in motion requires a minimum pressure gradient, minP∇ , in 
order to transport or displace lamellae (Mast 1972; Rossen 1988; 1989; Vassenden and 
Holt 1998). The flow pattern could be represented by a pressure difference as, 
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                                        min 0.126
e
n c n
P PX P X∇ = ∆ =    (5.3) 
where P∆  is the difference in pressure between bubbles to the front and rear over 
lamellae in the bubble-train; e
c
P  is the least or the entry capillary pressure to pass 
through pore throats (Rossen 2003);
n
X  is the number of lamellae ( Ln ) per length of 
total bubble-train ( TL ). More detail for Equation (5.3) is provided in the study of Rossen 
(1988). 
In Equation (5.3), P∆  and e
c
P  are expressed in terms of interfacial tension 
through the Young-Laplace equation (Mast 1972; Vassenden and Holt 1998) 
                                              
4 sinal
c
P
R
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c
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R
σ
=    (5.6) 
where 
alσ  [M T-2] is the interfacial tension between air bubble and lamellae; α  is the 
contact angle of the pore wall to the pore axis; 
c
R  [L] and 
n
R  [L] are the capillary and 
the pore throat radii, respectively; lR  [L] is the radius of an equivalent lamellae 
perpendicular to the pore wall. From Equations (5.3) and (5.6), a capillary retention 
force would be represented by, 
                 ( )220.126 0.126 0.252f e alC c n n n T n al L
n
F P X V X R L R n
R
σ
pi pi σ= = =    (5.7) 
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As a foam bubble-train flows through a porous medium, a drag force takes place 
along pore walls saturated with surfactant solution. From Equation (2.15) discussed in 
Chapter II, a drag force acting on a foam bubble-train could be obtained as,  
                                                6
f ff
D f
rfa
u
F A V
kk
µ
=    (5.8) 
where fµ  [M L-1 T-1] is the apparent foam viscosity which will be discussed in detail 
later; fu  [L T-1] is the foam bubble-train velocity. rfak  is the relative permeability to a 
flowing foam bubble-train; fV  [L3] is the volume of a foam bubble-train. Since an air 
bubble volume is considerably larger than that of lamellae, fV  could be almost same as 
the volume of total air bubbles in a bubble-train. 
Therefore, a foam bubble-train volume could be expressed in terms of total gas 
volume as bellows, 
                                         f a aV V V V= + ≈       (5.9) 
where 
a
V  [L3] and V

 [L3] are the volume of a discrete bubble and lamellae, 
respectively; aV  and V   are the volume of the total air bubbles and the lamellae, 
respectively, which could be represented as, 
                                      
34
3a bubble a bubble a
V N V N Rpi = =  
 
     (5.10) 
                                      
34( 1)
3bubble l bubble l
V N V N Rpi = − =  
 
     (5.11) 
where bubbleN  is the number of bubbles; aR  [L] is the air bubble radius.  
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In observation or visualization tests conducted by previous studies, it is known 
that a foam bubble-train moved through soil pores as the pressure gradient on lamellae 
exceeds a capillary pressure coming from pore constrictions. Therefore, study on 
lamellae transport would be an important addition to determine a bubble-train flowing 
through pores. Furthermore, evaluation for a relative motion between lamellae in a foam 
bubble-train and a liquid film (surfactant solution) wetting pore walls would be required 
to understand a bubble-train displaced at pore-scale. Based on theory for the relative 
motions discussed in Chapter II, a momentum force considering relative motions would 
be represented as, 
                               
( )
7 7
l l f ff l l
m f
rl rl
V V uu
F A A V
kk kk
µµ 
′ = −
  
    (5.12) 
 Assuming that a foam bubble-train is flowing in the vertical direction, a buoyant 
force acting on a bubble-train should be considered. The buoyant force is simply 
represented as, 
                                        ( )fB w f fF gVρ ρ= −      (5.13) 
 Then, forces acting on a bubble-train are balanced as,  
                                       
f f f f
BT B m D CF F F F F= + − −     (5.14) 
For a foam bubble-train transport, the trapping (a capillary retention and a drag) 
forces should be less than the other two driving (a momentum and a buoyant) forces 
because the trapping forces obstruct the bubble-train flow and it is stated as, 
  
( )
7 7 6( ) 0.252
l l f f f fl l
w f f f f n al L
rl rl rf
V V u uu
gV A A V A V R n
kk kk kk
µ µµρ ρ pi σ
 
′ − + − − >
  
 (5.15) 
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where 6A , 7A , and 7A ′ are the correction factors. Their values are discussed in foam 
bubble-train velocity. Equation (5.15) can express whether a foam bubble-train 
mobilization occurs or not. Use of the equation above would give important information 
on the application of foam to displacement of trapped NAPL blobs in porous media.  
5.3.2 Balance of Forces Acting on a NAPL Blob during Bubble-Train Flow: Pushing-out 
As a foam bubble-train confronts a NAPL trapped at a pore throat, the front of 
the bubble-train pushes the blob from the pore throat to an adjacent pore throat. This 
flow configuration was well demonstrated in Schramm and Novosad (1990), Schramm 
et al. (1993), and Denkov (2004). For the stability of a bubble-train displacing NAPL 
blobs, a liquid pressure in lamellae connecting two air bubbles should be high enough 
to be present in the bubble-train. 
In a pushing-out flow pattern of air bubbles, NAPL blobs move upward and 
downward between mobile bubbles in a bubble-train. It is mathematically described as,  
                   
( )
8 9 9
sin 2 ( cos )
         
w o o n of of
fo o
o f o f o rfo
ro o
F g V R
Vu
A V A u A u V kk
kk V
ρ ρ α pi σ θ
µ µ
 = − −
 
′
− − − 
 
   (5.16) 
As Equation (5.16) is unified, three dimensionless groups 8A , 9A , and 9A ′  are 
obtained as,  
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                                                   9
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5.4 Quantitative Analysis of Relationship between Foam Bubble-Train and NAPL 
Blob Interaction 
5.4.1 Measured vs. Calculated Apparent Viscosity of Foam Bubble-Train 
Based on a formulation suggested by Hirasaki and Lawson (1985) and Falls et al. 
(1989), the apparent viscosity of surfactant foam is made as, 
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21/ 3
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0.85 3 1
3 3
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PB cap
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µ
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µ µ
µ µξ
σ σ
−
− −
  
       + +               =   
 
    + +        
  (5.20) 
In Equation (5.20), Hirasaki et al. (1985) proposed three terms to obtain the 
apparent viscosity of surfactant foam for a straight capillary tube: (1) the viscosity of the 
surfactant solution in lamellae between the air bubbles, (2) the friction between discrete 
foam bubbles and pore walls during foam bubble-train flow, (3) the capillary tension 
gradient due to the surfactant concentration gradient. Herein, Falls et al. (1989) added a 
term to express the apparent viscosity of foam flowing through a glass tube packed 
homogeneously with beads as a type of a constricted tube: (4) the retardation due to pore 
constrictions 
Equation (5.20) is rewritten in terms of shapeappµ  
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where C is the constant and would represent a foam characteristic. C was 0.85 for a 
typical constricted tube (Falls et al. 1989) and 0.57 for a straight tube (Yan et al. 2006); 
shape
appµ  is the apparent shape viscosity being able to explain the deformation of foam 
bubbles flowing through a porous medium (Yan et al. 2006). From the plane-Poiseuille 
flow, it is derived as 
                                         
( )
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1/ 33w n capshape w a
app
PB cap
X R u
R R
µ µµ
σ
−
 
=  
 
   (5.22) 
To obtain a theoretical apparent foam viscosity, experimental data conducted by 
Chu (1997) are employed, as shown in Table 5.2.  
 
Table 5.2 Characteristics of a porous medium and properties of surfactant foam. 
 Definition Value 
Porous medium 
(Ottawa sand) 
 
m
d , mean grain size [cm] 
n , porosity [-] 
n
R , pore throat size [cm] 
0.066  
0.3954 
0.0051  
Displacing fluid-surfactant foam 
 
Bioterge As-40 as surfactant  
 
 
Air bubble as gas  
 
 
wµ , viscosity as surfactant solution [cp] 
σ , surface tension [dyne/cm] 
aR , an equivalent air bubble radius [cm] 
 
 
1.22  
34.5  
 
0.02 
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From Table 5.2, each component in Equation (5.21) is calculated and it is shown 
in Table 5.3. Velocity of air bubbles au  represented in BDL  is 0.024 cm/sec (Table 5.3).  
 
Table 5.3 Values of factors calculated for an apparent foam viscosity.  
Symbols Definitions Equations Values 
capR  equivalent capillary radius 
[cm] 
[ ]3(1 ) 2 /m m nnd n d R− +  0.0009 
PBR  radius of plateau border 
curvature in a foam lamella 
[cm] 
( ) 0.531 ( / ) 3(1 / 4)a cap capR R Rpi − Γ − Γ 
 
0.0134 
sN  dimensionless group [-] ( )0.5PBRβ  19.300 
BL  foam bubble length [cm] 4 3n nX RΓ −  0.0343 
BDL  dimensionless group for 
bubble length [-] 
( )( )( 1/ 3)3B PB w a sL R u Nµ σ −    4.4986 
nX  number of lamella per unit 
length 
[lamella/cm] 
if n aR R , ( ) 2 33 4 n aR R Γ   
if n aR R , ( )3 2 aRΓ    
21.41 
sL  length of a liquid slug between 
the two air bubbles 
[cm] 
Without touching between bubbles, 
[ ]1 2 3n nX R− Γ −  
With touching between bubbles, 
the value is zero, sL = 0 
0.0022 
β  empirical factor for surface 
tension gradient [cm] 
for smooth-tube viscosity model  
 
5  
Γ  foam quality [-] 
a fV V  0.88 
ξ  geometric factor [-]  0.56 
 
In Table 5.3, a tube diameter proposed as a component in capR , BL , nX  and sL  
(Falls et al. 1989) is modified to a pore throat size for our system since the four factors 
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are affected by pore constriction. By using Equation (5.21) and data shown in Table 5.2, 
a theoretical apparent foam viscosity is obtained to be 26.53 cp. It is in good agreement 
with 26.14 cp observed by Chu (1997).  
From Equation (5.22), the apparent shape viscosity for deformation of foam 
bubbles, shapeappµ , is determined to be 0.059 cp. The sum of shapeappµ and wµ  is 1.279 cp 
which is much lower than 26.53 cp of fµ . The result would be compared with the study 
of Yan et al. (2006). According to the difference between the fµ  and the sum of the 
shape
appµ and the wµ , it could be postulated that effect of the surface tension gradient on the 
foam bubbles is negligible in our system. 
5.4.2 Flow Velocity of Foam Bubble-Train  
To improve the displacement or the removal efficiency of NAPL blobs, the 
velocity of a foam bubble-train flowing through a porous medium should be predicted. 
By using Equation (5.15), a minimum bubble-train velocity, fu , is derived. For practical 
application to get a bubble-train velocity, four different approaches ( 1fu , 2fu , 3fu  and 
4
fu ) are suggested as shown in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4 Theoretical velocities for a foam bubble-train under different conditions. 
 Flowing foam bubble-train velocity , fu  (cm/sec)  Correction 
factors 
1
fu
 
7 6 7( ) 0.252 f fl l l lw f f n al L f
rl rf rl
Vu V
gV R n A V A A
kk kk kk
µµ µρ ρ pi σ
  
′
− − + +       
 
2
fu
 
7 6( ) 0.252 f fl lw f f n al L f
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gV R n A V A
kk kk
µµρ ρ pi σ
  
− − +        
 
6
7
7
10
78.49 ~ 234.36
21.52
A
A
A
=
=
′ =
 
3
fu
 
( ) 0.252 f fl l l lw f f n al L f
rl rf rl
Vu V
gV R n V
kk kk kk
µµ µρ ρ pi σ
  
− − + +       
 
4
fu
 
( ) 0.252 f fl lw f f n al L f
rl rf
Vu
gV R n V
kk kk
µµρ ρ pi σ
  
− − +        
 
 
6
7
7
1
1
1
A
A
A
=
=
′ =
 
 
Foam bubble-train velocities, 1fu  and 
3
fu , consider the relative motion between 
a bubble-train and surfactant solution flowing along pore walls with and without the 
correction factors, respectively, whereas 2fu  and 
4
fu did not consider the relative 
motion with and without correction factors, respectively. The difference is described in 
Figure 5.2 and Table 5.5. Figure 5.2 shows 1fu  and 2fu  values are much lower than 
those of 3fu  and 
4
fu  because they are affected by correction factors. In reality, since the 
correction factors are affected by the characteristics of a porous medium, a foam bubble-
train velocity affected by the correction factors may be different, depending on the 
system conditions applied. 
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Figure 5.2 Flow velocities of a foam bubble-train over its volume. 
 
Table 5.5 The theoretical values for four different foam bubble-train velocities.  
fV  
(× 10-6 cm3) 
1
fu  
(cm/sec) 
2
fu  
(cm/sec) 
3
fu  
(cm/sec) 
4
fu  
(cm/sec) 
0.06 0.011 8.857 × 10-3 -0.013 -0.012 
0.49 0.020 0.016 -0.036 -0.033 
3.16 0.037 0.030 -0.047 -0.043 
13.25 0.084 0.069 0.269 0.243 
31.40 0.175 0.143 1.423 1.292 
61.33 0.558 0.454 4.330 3.921 
106 1.064 0.869 10.275 9.304 
 
With 3.16 × 10-6 cm3 of fV , a mobile foam velocity measured by Chu (1996) is 
0.03 cm/sec. In Table 5.5, the calculated value of 2fu  is in close proximity to the value 
measured by Chu (1996). From the result, it is known that the relative motion between a 
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mobile foam bubble-train and liquid including surfactant on foam bubble-train flow 
would be negligible. However, to apply 2fu  into the field scaled or the macro-scaled 
porous media, the empirical values for the correction factors would be required.  
5.4.3 Pore Velocity of a NAPL Blob  
During a foam bubble-train flow, a NAPL blob could be mobilized or not. To 
identify the physical condition for mobilization of a NAPL blob, a pore velocity of a 
NAPL blob trapped within soil pores needs to be studied precisely because it would be a 
significant factor for determining the displacement efficiency of foam. To obtain a pore 
velocity of a NAPL blob displaced by a foam bubble-train, Equation (5.15) is assumed 
to be zero as, 
                                                 0F =    (5.23) 
Then, the pore velocity is expressed as 
               
( ) 8
7 8
sin 2 ( cos )w o n of of o f f rfo
o
fo
f rfo
ro o
g R V A u kk
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A A kk
kk V
ρ ρ α pi σ θ µ
µ µ
 ′
− − −
 
=
  
−  
   
  (5.24)
 
For calculating the pore velocity of a NAPL blob, dodecane as a typical LNAPL 
type is chosen and from Equation (5.24), the result is shown in Figure 5.3.  
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of a dodecane blob velocity displaced by a foam bubble-train 
using a surfactant (Bioterge As-40) solution with and without correction factors. 
 
Figure 5.3 compares blob velocities controlled by the existence and nonexistence 
of the correction factors ( 8A , 9A , and 8A ′ ) in Equation (5.24). In the case of considering 
the factors, 8A , 9A , and 8A ′  are 258.32, 12.33, and 3.16, respectively. In the absence of 
the factors, the blob velocity is higher than in the presence of the factors. Since the 
correction factors are related to the relative motion between a blob and a bubble-train 
flowing through pores, the relative motion with the high values of the factors can lead to 
the resistance for a blob flow.   
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5.4.4 Dimensional Analysis 
Until now, foam efficiency for NAPL blob displacement has been described by 
using dimensional analysis. However, it is limited in explaining for foam–blob 
interaction. Thus, we attempt to quantify the foam efficiency by considering interactive 
relation between a bubble-train and a blob. 
For dimensional analysis, Equation (5.15) is nondimensionalized by multiplying 
by
rfokk , then dividing oV  and cosof ofσ θ  into each term. Then, a dimensionless form is 
obtained as, 
                        6 7 7
rfo ff o f fo
Bo Ca Ca T
ro o f
kk V u
N A N A A N N
kk V u
     
′
− − − =            
   (5.25) 
where fBoN  is the Bond number for a bubble-train ( ( ) sin cosw o of ofgρ ρ α σ θ= − ); oCaN  
is the Capillary number for a NAPL blob ( coso o of ofuµ σ θ= ); fCaN  is the Capillary 
number for a bubble-train ( cosf f of ofuµ σ θ= ); and fTN  is the modified Trapping 
number for a bubble-train ( 2 n rfo oR kk Vpi= ). The values of the dimensionless numbers 
are listed in Table 5.6. fBoN  and 
f
CaN  are constant for residual dodecane saturation because of 
the density differences in fBoN , and the foam bubble-train viscosity and the velocity in 
f
CaN  are 
constant.  
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Table 5.6 Dimensionless numbers. 
Residual  
Saturation of 
dodecane 
f
BoN  
(× 10-10) 
o
CaN  
(× 10-6) 
f
CaN  
f
TN  
(× 10-6) 
0.52 7.31 0.122 
0.30 4.23 0.211 
0.15 2.16 0.411 
0.06 0.080 0.975 
0.02 0.016 3.291 
0.002 
2.10 
-0.49 
0.003 
26.33 
 
In Figure 5.4, residual dodecane displaced by a bubble-train is evaluated by the 
relationship between the dimensionless numbers shown in Equation (5.25).  
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Figure 5.4 Change in residual dodecane saturation during injection of a surfactant foam. 
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The sum of fBoN , 
o
CaN , and 
f
CaN  with the correction factors in the LHS of 
Equation (5.25) decreases with decreasing residual dodecane saturation. The sum value 
increases at around 8 × 10-7 of fTN . This indicates that dodecane blobs would mobilize 
in the system. The sum value without considering the factors shows a similar tendency 
of fTN  and from initial residual saturation, the value starts to go over the 
f
TN  value. To 
satisfy blob mobilization, the LHS of Equation (5.25) should be greater than the fTN  
value. In the LHS of Equation (5.25), the sum value of fBoN , oCaN , and fCaN  with the 
factors is reasonable because the sum value without the factors should not be greater 
than the fTN  value at initial dodecane saturation. By comparing the sum value with the 
factors to the fTN  value, dodecane blob displacement could be evaluated. The blob 
displacement would be expected from about 0.3 of dodecane saturation.  
 
5.5 Characteristics of Foam Bubble-Train Affecting Blob Mobilization 
5.5.1 Lamellae Number 
Lamellae number is a major factor in determining NAPL blob displacement in a 
bubble-train flow. The lamellae number would be represented by the balance of forces 
between a capillary suction within a plateau boarder and a capillary resisting force at the 
lamellae-blob interface when NAPL blobs enter into the lamellae (Schramm and 
Novosad 1990; 1992).  
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The lamellae number is expressed in terms of two pressure drops occurred at a 
plateau boarder and a lamellae-blob interface (Schramm and Novosad 1990; 1992). 
                                                     
RB
L
of
P
n
P
∇
=
∇
   (5.26) 
Assumption for which NAPL blobs are small enough to enter into foam lamellae 
is suggested to use Equation (5.26) above. Schramm and Novosad (1990) assumed a 
blob diameter moving through lamellae is equal to lamellae thickness 2s oL R= . 
With that hypothesis, the pressure drops in Equation (5.26) would be expressed 
in terms of capillary tensions using Young-Laplace (Schramm and Novosad 1990). 
                                                    
2 fs
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∇ =    (5.28) 
where PBR  [L] and oR  [L] are the radii of a plateau boarder and a blob, respectively. As 
a consequence, the lamellae number is expressed as (Schramm and Novosad 1992). 
                                                  
fs o
L
of PB
R
n
R
σ
σ
=
   (5.29) 
Schramm et al. (1993) observed that the resulting ratio of a blob and a plateau 
boarder size o PBR R  was almost equal to 0.15 which is always constant for all foams. 
By employing the ratio, the value of the lamellae number is obtained (Table 5.7). Three 
interfacial tensions fsσ , ofσ , and osσ  are given by Chu (1996). 
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Table 5.7 Calculated lamellae number. 
                             
 
fsσ  
(dyne/cm) 
ofσ  
(dyne/cm) 
osσ  
(dyne/cm) 
S E B 
Ln  
Bioterge As-40 34.5 4.6 24.5 5.4 14.6 611.16 1.1 
 
From Table 5.7, the flow configuration between a bubble-train and a blob would 
be evaluated by using Equations (5.1) and (5.2). It follows Type D, as shown in Table 
5.1. In Table 5.7, it also shows that the lamellae number is at 1 7Ln< <  in which NAPL 
blobs can be emulsified into smaller droplets and thereby blob displacement is highly 
expected (Schramm and Novosad 1992). However, if 1Ln < , there is no emulsified 
droplet and blob displacement is rarely expected (Schramm and Novosad 1992). In the 
case of 7Ln > , blob emulsification occurs and blob displacement efficiency is higher 
than at 1Ln <  but lower than 1 7Ln< <  (Schramm and Novosad 1992). In the case of 
foam breakage, it occurs faster at 7Ln >  than at 1 7Ln< <  (Schramm and Novosad 
1992). The value of the lamellae number obtained in Table 5.7 was calculated using the 
experimental data given by Chu (1996) who observed that NAPL blobs were displaced 
during foam flooding. In his experiment, the lamellae number is at 1 7Ln< <  and the 
theory about the lamellae corresponds to his experimental result. Consequently, it is 
known that the lamellae number could determine whether NAPL blobs are emulsified or 
not, and whether blob displacement occurs or not. Additionally, it could also be used to 
explain NAPL blob transport within the lamellae (Vikingstod et al. 2005). 
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In Table 5.7, a bridging coefficient B  also describes a blob role in a bubble-train. 
If B > 0 and a NAPL blob enters into the lamellae without spreading, an unstable blob 
would be present as a bridge connecting two bubbles. An expression of the bridging 
coefficient B is obtained as (Aveyard et al. 1993) 
                                                
2 2 2
fs of osB σ σ σ= + −    (5.30) 
5.5.2 Foam Bubble-Train Size 
To calculate the apparent viscosity of a bubble-train, a bubble size is required. 
The bubble size is assumed be same as an equivalent sphere in shape. In reality, air 
bubbles in a bubble-train may be lengthened due to the effect of pore constrictions. Thus, 
we attempt to calculate a bubble length by comparing lamella numbers proposed by 
Schramm and Novosad (1992) and Falls et al. (1989).  
By using Equation (5.29) and an expression for nX  in Table 5.3, a total bubble-
train length would be obtained as, 
                               
( )
  fs o of PB
T
n n
R Rnumber of lamellaeL
X X
σ σ
= =
   (5.31) 
The total length is also equal to sum of a bubble length and lamellae thickness 
and is expressed as 
                                                T B sL L L′ = +    (5.32) 
For comparison of two expressions for the total length, some data in Tables 5.3 
and 5.7 are employed. Calculated TL  and TL ′  values are 0.053 and 0.037 at 
0.15o PBR R =  proposed by Schramm and Novosad (1992), respectively. Unfortunately, 
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they do not correspond. However, when o PBR R  is equal to 0.104, they correspond to 
each other. With the result and the value of PBR  in Table 5.3, an equivalent blob radius 
flowing into the lamellae could be predicted. At 0.104 of o PBR R , the oR  value is equal 
to 0.0134 cm since PBR  is 0.0139 cm. From the result, it is known that the blob size does 
not move through the lamella because the oR  value is greater two times than the 
lamellae thickness.  
5.5.3 Foam Quality 
As shown in Table 5.3, foam quality is calculated by a ratio of volume of total 
bubbles to that of a foam bubble-train. Foam quality plays an important role in 
improving the removal or the displacement efficiency of NAPL blobs and the sweep 
efficiency of foam bubble-trains since foam quality is used to determine an apparent 
foam viscosity. 
Table 5.8 shows that the apparent foam viscosity increases as the foam quality 
increases. Table 5.8 also demonstrates that the apparent foam viscosity increases as total 
liquid volume in the lamellae decreases and the total volume of the bubbles increases. 
From the result, it is known that the apparent foam viscosity is proportional to the 
volume of the total bubbles in a foam bubble-train. The result is also illustrated in Figure 
5.5. 
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Table 5.8 Theoretical apparent foam viscosity for foam quality. 
 Air bubble radius aR  = 0.0093 cm  
Average total bubble volume 
aV  = 2.53 × 10-6 cm3 
 
Average foam bubble-train volume 
fV = 3.16 × 10-6 cm3 
 
Γ  
 
fV  
(× 10-6 cm3) 
lV  
(× 10-6 cm3) 
fµ  
(cp) 
aV  
(× 10-6 cm3) 
lV  
(× 10-6 cm3) 
fµ  
(cp) 
0.58 4.35 1.83 22.5 1.83 1.33 31.71 
0.68 3.71 1.19 23.77 2.15 1.01 31.66 
0.78 3.24 0.71 24.96 2.46 0.70 31.43 
0.88 2.87 0.34 26.53 2.78 0.38 31.43 
0.93 2.72 0.19 27.69 2.94 0.22 32.21 
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Figure 5.5 Change in calculated apparent foam viscosity over foam quality. 
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As shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.5, the theoretical apparent foam viscosity 
increases with increasing foam quality and total bubbles volume. Specifically, the result 
indicates that high foam quality enhances blob mobilization because foam viscosity 
increases the push force represented in Equation (5.5). Hence, foam quality could be 
regarded as a significant factor in evaluating blob mobilization or displacement. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
The objective of this research is to develop theoretical analysis and pore-level 
models predicting two removal mechanisms (dissolution or solubilization and 
mobilization) of NAPL blobs during the injection of displacing phases (water and 
surfactant foam) in water-wet porous media. The pore-level models consist of a 
solubilization model and a mobilization and they are based on the mass and the force 
balances (buoyant, push, capillary retention, and drag forces) acting on a NAPL blob at 
pore-scale, respectively. The solubilization model was developed to estimate total 
volume of NAPL blobs dissolved in water and to describe the relationship between 
residual NAPL saturation and the total volume of the NAPL blobs. In the mobilization 
model, the blob volume was employed as a parameter in a buoyant, a push, a drag and an 
additional force. Specifically, the additional force which describes the relative motion 
between displaced NAPL blobs and displacing phases would explain NAPL blob flow 
from the blob mobilization moment. 
To observe NAPL blob dissolution, TCE was chosen as a typical DNAPL type. 
Residual TCE saturation and total volume of TCE blob were investigated under four 
different specific charges of the water phase, 0.8, 1.7, 3.6, and 5.6 m/day. At a high 
velocity of the water phase, the residual TCE saturation and the dissolving TCE volume 
greatly decrease. In the relationship between residual TCE saturation and the TCE blob 
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volume, the change in the dissolving blob volume was proportional to that in the residual 
saturation.  
In this research, NAPL blob motion was determined by a NAPL blob flow 
velocity quantified by developed mobilization models. To predict the NAPL blob motion, 
different displacing phases (water and surfactant foam) and two NAPL types (DNAPL 
and LNAPL) were employed. During water flooding, velocities of TCE blobs as 
DNAPL and dodecane blobs as LNAPL were considered under the same specific 
discharges of the water phase, respectively. At the give condition, the NAPL blob 
displacements were not expected. Thus, a critical velocity of the water phase displacing 
a NAPL blob was derived by applying the 5 × 10-5 mobilization value proposed by 
previous studies but blob mobilization did not occur at the velocity. To expect a NAPL 
blob mobilization, at least a 1.5 × 10-2 mobilization value was required and the critical 
water velocity was 27.32 cm/sec. At the given velocity, micromodel, orthorhombic-
closed cubic packing, and simple-cubic packing were chosen for observing the effect of 
the pore geometry model on blob mobilization. TCE and dodecane blobs moved faster in 
the micromodel than in the other pore geometry models because porosity and intrinsic 
permeability in the micromodel were relatively higher than the others. However, the 
NAPL blobs did not flow below 0.035 cm of blob size. For comparison of NAPL types, 
the TCE blob has a greater velocity than the dodecane blob at the same range of blob 
size. Herein, for pore-level quantification, a NAPL blob size was selected in the range of 
0.005 ~ 0.04 cm regardless of NAPL types since the range of their pore body sizes in 
three different pore geometry models varied from 0.022 to 0.055 cm. A trapped NAPL 
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blob volume was calculated, assuming that a NAPL blob was a sphere in shape and it 
was present at a pore body connecting two pore throats. To conclude, a high velocity of 
the water phase did not effectively displace NAPL blobs, so a surfactant (Tween 80, 
SDS, aerosol MA-80, surfonic PE-2594 and witconol NP-100) and co-solvent (50 % 
EtOH) solution was selected to drive TCE blob mobilization. The blob mobilization first 
caused at a 0.015 cm of blob size. The blob traveled faster through pores in the 
surfactant solution including aerosol MA-80 than in the other surfactant solutions, TCE 
blob because the interfacial tension between TCE and aerosol MA-80 was the lowest.  
To predict a NAPL blob flow regime in porous media, dimensional analysis was 
carried out. In the analysis, a previous Trapping number was developed to describe onset 
of blob mobilization, comparing it with the sum of dimensionless numbers (Capillary 
and Bond numbers). Additionally, a correlation model describing the relationship 
between the Trapping number and residual TCE saturation was produced to give a better 
understanding of the fate of the NAPL blobs spreading in an area contaminated by 
residual NAPL. For blob mobilization, the maximum value of the Trapping number was 
calculated to be 4.94 × 10-2 and as the value was less than the sum of the Capillary 
number and the Bond number, NAPL blob mobilization could be expected.  
In the case of using surfactant foam as a displacing phase, NAPL blob flow was 
investigated by assuming two different types of surfactant foam traveling through a 
porous medium.  
First, we assumed that surfactant foam acted individually as discrete foam 
bubbles and surfactant solution in porous media. Thus, to approach a quantitative 
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analysis on blob mobilization, force acting on a NAPL blob was investigated and they 
were balanced to explain the three-immiscible fluid flow (NAPL blob as oil, foam 
bubble as gas, and surfactant solution as liquid). From the force balance, velocities of 
TCE, bromobenzene, and 4-chlorotoluene blobs as DNAPL, and dodecane and soltrol-
130 blobs as LNAPL were computed at 4 cm/sec of a bubble and 0.094 cm/sec of 
surfactant solution. DNAPL blob velocities were relatively greater than LNAPL blob 
velocities and of the NAPL types, the TCE blob moved more rapidly. The effect of the 
ratio of a bubble velocity to a surfactant solution velocity on a blob mobilization was 
evaluated by controlling relative permeabilities for three-immiscible fluids. The velocity 
of the surfactant solution was fixed at 0.094 cm/sec and ratios of a bubble velocity to a 
surfactant solution velocity were 43, 98, 167, 212, and 238. As expected, NAPL blobs 
traveled faster through pore throats at the higher ratio. The effect of the properties of an 
air bubble and a surfactant solution on a blob mobilization was also studied. For discrete 
foam bubbles, an apparent gas viscosity decreased with increasing bubble velocity and it 
indicated that low gas viscosity and high bubble velocity could cause blob mobilization. 
To examine the effect of surfactant types on NAPL blob mobilization, Tween 80, SDS, 
SOS, and DOWFAX 8390 were chosen for TCE blobs. NaDBS, SOS, C1215 AE30, and 
Atlas CD-413 as surfactants were selected for dodecane blobs. In a surfactant solution 
with DOWFAX 3890, the TCE blob velocity was the highest and in the C1214 AE 30 
solution, the dodecane blob moved more rapidly since the two surfactant viscosities were 
greater than the other surfactants. To predict blob mobilization during surfactant foam 
flooding, the relative magnitude between two different modified Trapping numbers and 
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the sum of dimensionless numbers (Capillary and Bond numbers) were compared. The 
Trapping numbers for surfactant solutions and foam bubbles were derived by the force 
balance obtained in our work. The two Trapping numbers for surfactant solutions and 
foam bubbles were calculated to be 5.11 × 10-5 ~ 1.20 × 10-3 and 1.75 × 10-5 ~ 4.09 ×10-4, 
respectively which were relatively low compared to water flooding for blob mobilization. 
In comparison to the sum of the dimensionless numbers, it was generally greater than the 
two modified Trapping numbers, resulting in blob mobilization.  
Second, in the operation of surfactant foam, it was assumed that the foam could 
behave as a foam bubble-train consisting of lamellae connecting discrete bubbles in 
porous media. To investigate foam bubble-train flow in porous media, a balance of 
forces acting on a foam bubble-train was formulated and from the force balance, foam 
bubble-train velocity was obtained, which was in good agreement with previous 
experimental data. The influence of the foam bubble-train on NAPL blob mobilization 
was scrutinized using a model developed in our work where dodecane as a NAPL type 
was selected to compare with experimental data. Similar to the discrete foam bubbles 
dispersed in a surfactant solution, the dodecane blob began to be displaced at from 0.001 
cm of its blob size. However, the blob displaced by the foam bubble-train moved more 
slowly than by individual foam bubbles and a surfactant solution since the foam bubble-
train moved more slowly than discrete foam bubbles in porous media. In this research, 
characteristics (lamellae number, bubble-train size, and foam quality) of a foam bubble-
train affecting blob mobilization were examined. For blob mobilization, the modified 
Trapping number for a foam bubble-train was calculated to be 1.22 × 10-7 ~ 2.63 × 10-5.  
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It was the lowest, with respect to another type of surfactant foam flooding and 
water flooding discussed above. Compared to the sum of dimensionless numbers, it 
passed the Trapping number value as residual dodecane saturation approached around 30 
%.  
Finally, as compared with water and two different types of surfactant foam, it is 
concluded that individual foam bubbles and surfactant solution is the most effective 
treatment in displacing NAPL blobs trapped within pores. However, in reality, it could 
be more difficult to control individual air bubble and surfactant solution flow than the 
others in field-scale. Therefore, the study for discrete foam bubbles and surfactant 
solution flowing through a porous medium is still required to improve removal 
efficiency of NAPL blobs.  
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